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PREFACE
In DecemlDer, 1820, during the second .Asseml:ily, Henry S.
Dodge was authorized to furnish the puhlic printers with
sn annotated and indexed copy of the laws passed "by the
General Assemhly of the State of Illinois. No mention was
made of the Journals of the Senate and House of Representa-
tives and it was not until the eleventh As semh 1jf, . 1839-40
that they were puhlished with indexes.
The first records of states almost invai-iahly show a
lack of appreciation on the part of their compilers, of future
historical value, hut hecause they tell of the hefi;innings
and gradual development of history, they hecome in time
among its most important sources. The following index is
the beginning of an attempt to make the early legislation of
Illinois available to students.
The difficulties encountered in its preparation have
heen of two kinds, one due to limitations of time and
access to the volumes indexed. These it may he possible
in the future to overcome, malting the work more complete than
it is at present. Th- other difficulties cannot he so easily
set aside since they are in the records themselves which
would lose their authority in any other than their original
form, even if the infonnation were not lacking to chajige them.
Frequent discrepancies appear; for exami^le, the first mention
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of a may "be its second reading or when it is reported
back from a committee; or the same action may he recorded
twice in the Journal either on the same day or with an
interval of two or three days between; even the passa^o-e of
a hill is sometimes omitted and may only he inferred from
subsequent action in the other House. On the other hand
it sometimes appeaj-s that measures which failed to pass the
body in which they originated were confirmed by the other
House showing that the first record was inaccurate.
The index as here presented covers the Journals of
House and Senate for the first session of the first General
Assembly, October 5 to 13, 1818, the House Journal for the
second session, Jajiuary 19 to March SI, 1819, and the
House mid Senate Journals of the one session of the second
GeneraJ. Assembly, December 4, 1820 to Februaiy 15,1821.
No copy of the Senate Journal of the second session of the
first General Assembly is known to exist, except the
original manuscript which is kept in the office of the
Secretary of State, so the index includes no reference to
this Journal. Care has been tal.en however, to note every
report of Senate action which occurs in the corresponding
House Journal in order to m.ake the record ascomplete as
the circumstances- would permit.

Ill
The !)laii follov/^d is that used in the current Journals
and incliideo "beside the index proper, a tahulated, historical
record of the hills introduced. The hills are entered in
the record in roughly chronologic order and have heen
assigned consecutive nunihers to facilitate reference from
the index. References are made in this form: Jones, Michael.
Relief of, B 313, meaning that the hill which hears the
numher 313 is a Bill for the relief of Michael Jones. The
history of each hill includes the session in v/hich it was
introduced, 1-1 meanirjg the first Assemhly, first session,
1-2, the first ABsomlly, second session, and 2, the second
Assemhly of which there w-^s only one session; the Journal
in which, the action appears, H heiug used for House Journal
and S for Senate Journal; and page references in the volume
designated, to the original introduction or the reporting
of the hill from the House in v/hich it originated, to the
first, second and third readings, to any other action take^n
on the hill and to its passage, when these various items are
recorded. The enrolling of hills and approval hy the
Council of Revision have not heen inc hided. Disapproval
hy the Council, mailing further action necessary, is alv/ays
noted in the " Other proceedings".
The same designations for Journal and session are used
in the Index as in the Record of Bills, and page references
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given except in the case of In ills v/hen the "hill numher
indicates where the full history may he foimd in the
record. References ha.ve not heen made to veiy minute
siihjects, hnt are grouped under an ohvions heading; for
example, in the Governor's message in the House Journal of
the Second Assemhly, on page 17, the suhject of state
militia is touched upon. On pege 35, this part of the
message is referred to a committee and the committee's
report is mentioned on page 37. These three references
all appear under Militia, Governor's message on. The
ahhreviation J.P. has heen used for justice of the peace
in all cases of appointment.
It has occurred a numher of times that a name has heen
spelled in different ways, the context proving that the
same person is referrred to. Entry is made under the
first fom given with the other following in parentheses,
unless for some reason a later form seems to have greater
authority. The majority of instances are namesof justices
of the peace and they have heen entered under the fom of
name with which their nomination is recorded in the House
Journal rather than the form used in the Senate Journal
when the nomihation was confirmed and. the nai-nes copied
giving added opportunity for error.
The difficulties mentioned together with inexper-
ience in indexin^i; have made this index unsatisfactory as a
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final piece of work. It is hoped however, that the future
will see not oijly the perfecting of it for the ground
already covered, hut alv=30 completion to a date when the
Journals are already adequately indexed.
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AARON, JOHN
J.P. H 1-2:144
ABATEL'IENT OF SUITS
By death of parties, H 1-2:22,26
ABBEY, RICHARD
J.P. K 2:122; S 2:76
ABBOTT, JAI\/IES
J.P. Petition for, H 2:117
ABRAf.^S, LOUIS
J.P. H 2:278; S 2:142
ADAMS, ELI
Magistrate, H 1-2:88
ADAMS, JMiES
J.P. H 1-2:154
AGRICULTURE
Society for promotion of, S 2:12; H 2:17,35,36
ALEXANDER, JOSHUA G.
J.P. H 2:318; S 2:171
ALEXANDER, SAMUEL
County surveyor, Pope Go. H 2:279; S 2:179
J.P. H 1-2:125
Mem'ber House, of Representa-
tives, H 2:3
election contested, H 2:20,31.
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ALEXANDER, WILLIAM
• Cominissicner to select
seat of gov eranent, H 1-2:189
Cormimication on militia
law H 2:28
County sur^/eyor, Pope Go, S 2:143
MemlDer House of Representa-
tives H 1-1:3; H 1-2:3
AL_^XA]^IDER, WILLIAIVI M,
Authorized to Mild i .ill
dam across Cash river,
B 173
Director State Bank, S 2:174; H 2:335
J,P. H 1-2:151
Memher House of Representa-
tives, H 2:3
ALEXANDER CO.
Petition to compel part
payment of deht of
Johnson Go. H 2:75,88
ALLEN,JOHN
J.P. H 1-2:158; H 2:278; S 2:142
ALLEN,NESBIT
J.P. H 1-2:151
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ALLEN, RA\VLAND
Cormniinication relative to
sij"b-lessees of Ohio
Saline, H 1-2:133,137
ALLEN, ZAGHARIAH
.
J. P. H 2:278; S 2:142
ALTON
Appointment of trustees,
B 218.
Ferry at, B 92
Incorporation, B 283
AivIERICA, TOm OF
Appointment of trustees,
B 347
Road to Vandal ia,
B 230, B 316
AL/IERICA BOTTOM
Lottery to raise funds to
drain, B 177
ANDERSON, JOHN
J. P. H 1-2:156
ANDERSON, THOMAS
J. P. H 1-2:172; H 2:184; S 2:125
ANDIRONS
Doorkeeper to contract for S 2:4
1 < ' t 'v '". S C S '> 1; •
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ANIMLS, STRAY
See Stray law.
A^IKENY, JOHN
J.P.
APPRENTICES
Act respecting
APPROPRIATIONS
For 1819-20, B 132 ,B 188
For 1821-22, B 351
APJ^JTRATIONS
Act author iziiig and
regulating,
ARMSTRONG, ELSBERRY
J,P.
ARMSTRONG, JOSHUA
J.P.
ARMSTRONG, ROBERT
J.P.
ARNET, NAIHANIEL
J.P.
ARNETT, THOMS
J.P.
ARNOLD, JOHN
J.P.
ARTHERTON, AARON
J.P.
H 2:244; S 2:129
H 1-2:22,26
H 1-2:27
H 2:174
H 1-2:158
H 2:274; S 2:142
H 1-2; 113
H 2:278; S 2:142
H 2:239; S 2:125
H 1-2:151
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ASSESSORS
Appointment of, B 211
ATCHISON, BARTON (HATCHISON)
J. P. H 2:117,305; S 2:161
ATHrlRTON, JOHN C.
J.P. H 2:122; S 2:76
ATTACB/iENTS, FOREIGN
Act allowing, B 19
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Duties of, E 87 ,B 102,B 310
Election of, S 2:85-86,97; H 2:170-71,191
Resolution concerning, H 2:132,142
Fees of, B 249
Office separated from
circuit attorney, B 237
Report ( W. Mears) , H 2:94
ATTORNEYS
Admission and practice of,
B 21, B 287
AUDITOR
Authorized to issue certi-
ficates, B 138
Authorized to issue war-
rants on the treasurer,
B 268
Books of, committee to
examine H 1-2:76,86; S 2:55,78;H 2:99,1S
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AUDITOR
Duties of, B 73
Report
,
Oct. 1818
for 1818 ( E.C,Berry)
for 1819 (S,C.Berry)
resolution requesting
Salary of, B 138, B 169
AUSTIN, ELIJAH
J.P.
AVERILL, PHILO
J.P.
vS 1-1;38-S9; H 1-1:33-34
H 1-2:27-30
S 2:55,56; H 2:98
-H 2:52,64
H 2:183; S 2:125
H 1-2:125
BAGGS, ALEXANDER, SR.
J.P. H 1-2:128
BADGLEY, ABRAHAl^
J.P. H 1-2:154
BAILOR, JOHN W.
J.P. H 1-2:172
BAIN, JAMS,
J.P. H 1-2:126
Election to House of Repre-
sentatives contested, H 2:24,47,182
BAIRD, JOSEPH •
J.P. H 1-2:172
OJT - ' ,J.II;i;.V/.
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BAIRD, V/ILLIM (BEAIRD)
Petition
Pill for relief of
B 161
BAIRNS, CALVIN (BARNES)
County ?t»rveyor,
Washington Co.
BALDWIN, JOSEPH
J.P.
BALMRD, JZREI.!M (BULLARD)
J.P.
BAM NOTES, COIINTERFEIT
Suppression of, B 53
BANK OF ILLINOIS
Committee to examine,
BANKS
Bill to prevent establish-
ment of , B 64
Report of committee to
examine
Right of General Assomlnly
to examine
See also State Bank
BANKSON, ANDREW
J.P.
H 1-2:147
H 1-2:34,21-22
H 1-2:32,80
H 2:282; S 2:179
H 2:243; S 2:125
H 2:165; S 2:113
H 1-2:52,54,57,60
H 1-2:97-107
H 1-2:123
H 1-2:156
p.
n
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BANKSON, JAI.lRS
J.P.
BARBEAU, ANDREW
J.P.
BARBEAU, HELfRY
J.P.
BARBER, ALEXANDER
J.P.
BARBER, JOHl^
J.P.
BARKER, JONATHAN
J.P.
BARKER, LEWIS
Authorized to establish
ferry on Rig Muddy
river, B 125
Director State Barik
J.P.
Member Senate
BARMS, JOSHUA
J.P.
BARNEY, GEORGE
J.P.
BARNEY, WILLIAM
J.P.
H 2:317; S 2:171
H 2:322; S 2:174
H 1-2:1F6
H 1-2:156
H 1-2:158
S 2:125
H 2:335; S 2:174
H 1-2:125
S 1— l:o; S 2:15
H 2:317; S 2:171
H 2:184; S 2:125
H 2:165; S 2:113
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BARTLETT, WILLIAM
Ooimty Surveyor, Union Co. H 2:279; S 2:143,179
H 2:123; S 2:76
BARTON, JOSEPH
J-P. H 1-2:156
BARTON, WILLIAM
"
S 2:76
BATES, SETH H.
^•^^ H 2: 282; S 2:151
BATHRICK, DANIEL
Petition for lease of land H 2: 82
BAUGH
Doorkeeper House of
Representatives H 2:70
H 2:3o6,317; S 2:171
BEACH, ENOCH
H 2:120; S 2:76
BEAIRD, JOSEPH A.
Director State Bank H 2:335; S 2:174
"^•^^ H 2:184; S 2:125
BEAUGOUP RIVER
Bridge across, B 170
BECK, ABPJ^HAIVI
Petition of H 2:249
Relief of, B 317
Probate :nidge H 2:328; S 2:176
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BECK, JOHN
H 2:306,318; S 2:171
BEERS, PHILO
H 2:156; S 2:89
BELL, HENRY
J.P. H 2:122
BELL, HIRAM
County surveyor, Edwards Co H 2:279; S 2:143,179
BELLEVILLE
Appointment of trustees
authorized, B 99
BELLEVILLE ACADEW
Appointment of trustees
authorized, B 99
Petition for funds H 2: 20,162
Powers of trustees, B 288
BELLEVILLE DEBATING AND
LITERARY SOCIETY
Incorporation, B 284
Petition for H 2:141
BELLFORD, WILLIM (BEL^ORD)
J.P. H 2:121; S 2:76
BELT, HENRY
J,P.
BENl^IETT, WILLIAM
S 2:113
J.P. S 2:113
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BERRY, ELIJAH C.
Auditor H 1-1:26; S 1-1:28
Report H 1-1:33-34; H 2:98
Authorized to build toll
"bridges, B 340
Director State Bank
-H 1-2:168; H 2:335; S 2:174
BERRY, JONATHAN
J.P. H 2:306
BERPY, V/ILLIAM
Notary puMic and Recorder S 2:171
BIG BEAUCOUP GREEK
Bridge across, B 95
Declared navigable, B 78
BIG ?.!UDDY RIVER
Bridge across, B 170
B 340
Ferry across, B 125
BIG IvlUDDY SALUTE
CoiTimittee on leasiiig of S 1-1:21,23
BIG WABASH RIVER
Lottery to raise funds for
improvement of, B 162
BILLS
Duties of committee on
enrolled Mils H 1-2:59,62
Engrossed H 1-2:67
30c: :s n
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BILLS
Introduction after certain
^ay H 2:218,225,247; S 2:118
Of local nature H 1-2:155
Postponed "beyond present
session H 2:111
Precedence of H 2:230
Printing of copy for
furnished "by clerk H 2:63
committee on H 2:21; S 2:34
contract for H 2:68
for u^e of mem^bers H 1-2:19
resolution on H 2:56
BILLS MDE NEGOTIABLE
B 296
. H 1-2:22,26
BIRD, JAMES
J.P. H 2:120; S 2:76
BISH, ABRAHAM I.
-.P. H 1-2:125
BLACK, JOHN
J.P. H 2:183; S 2:125
Magistrate H 1-2:88
BLACM'ELL, DAVID
Memlier House of Represen-
tatives H 2:3
: H
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cki:S H
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BLACKWELL & BERRY
Bill to liquidate accounts
B 304
Petition for pay H 2:193
Riblic printers S 1-1:28; H 1-1:26
Contract H 1-1:20,24
BOHMNON, VICTOR
J.P. H 2:184; S 2:125
BOON, WILLIAM
Member Senate S 2:3
BOND, MSTEN
J. P. H 2:213; S 2:174
BOND, SHADRACH
Governor S 1-1:4; H 1-1:4
Message S 1-1:7-11; H 1-1:6-10
Message H 1-2:5
Message S 2:9-12; H 2:15-18
On road from Shawnee-
town to Kaskaskia H 1-2:119,122
Nominates Sec*y of State S 1-1:12
Portrait H 2:316
President State Bank H 1-2:168
BOND CO.
Boundary altered, B 302
New county from B 276
with Crawfoi^d Go. B 213
petitions for H 2:88,93,95,226
8
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BOND CO.
Petitions
to "be attached to county
containing seat of
government
to "be attached to
Vvashington Co.
Seat of justice
removal of B236
B 302, B 312
petition for
BOWS
Made negotiahle
B 296
BOOKS,ANGIENT
'
Pill concerning B 293
BOROUGH, JOSEPH
Memher House of Represen-
tatives
BOUNTY LAKDS
Governor's messc^e
New county on B 220
BO^/?LES, JOHN
J.P.
BOYD, JOHl^
•
J.P.
H 2:119
H 2: 152,280
H 1-2: 134,141
H 1-2: 22, 26
H 2:3
H 2:17,35,110; S 2:11
H 1-2:113
H 2:282; S 2:151
Blif: i'sj i J ^ .
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BOZARTH, ISRAEL
Divorce B 105
Petition for
BOZARTH, POLLY
Divorce, B 105
Petition for
BRADSBY, WILLIAI.! H
Prolate jL'dge
BRADSHAW, JOHN
J.P,
BRAZELL, ROBERT
J.P.
BRIAOT, THOMAS
J.P.
BRIDGES, JOHN
J.P.
BRIDGES, WILLIAM
J.P.
BRIDGES
See narxes of rivers,
BROKLEEAl'lK, JOHN
J.P.
BROOKS, ZEPHNA
J.P.
EROY/DER, JONATHAN
J.P.
H 1-2:94
H 1-2: 94
H 2: 327
H 1-2: 128
H 1-2: 158
H 1-2: 125
H 2: 122; S 2: 76
H 1-2:154
H 1-2:147
H 1-2:144
H 2:314
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BRO\OT, A\Bm PUN
J.P.
BROVvTI, miSTEAD H.
J.P.
BRO;VN, FRANCIS
J.P.
BROWy JOHN
J.P.
ERO'.TI, JOHN JR.
J.P.
BROWNE, JESSE B.
Prolate Judge
BROWNE, THOMAS C.
Associate justice
BROWN, WILLIAM H.
Seat in l)ex of House to
.
report proceedings
BROW & BERRY
Contract for printing
BROWNFIELD, THOMS
J.P.
BROVmSVILLE
Act concerning B 168
BRUMBERY, SAIvrOEL
(BRBffiERRY)
J.P.
H 1-2: 126
H 2:107,286; S 2: 151
H 1-2:136; H 2:320; S 2:171
H 2: 278; S 2: 142
H 1-2: 1?B
H 2: 327; S 2: 172
S 1-1:19; H 1-1:14
H 2: 60
H 1-2:185,188; H2: 68
H 1-2: 1S7
«
H 2:282; S 2:151
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BRYANT, PRINCE
J.P. H 1-2:157
BUCKLES, JOHN
J.P. H 1-2:147
BUCKU'lASTER, NATHANIEL
Memter House of Represen-
tatives H 2:4
BULLETT, C.
Petition to "be relieved of
triple tax on land S 2:30; H 2:93,105
BULLETT, T.
Petition to be relieved
of triple tax on land S 2:30; H 2:93,105
BUMPASS CREEK
Bridge across H 1-2:81
BURBAMS, DANIEL
J.P. H 2:313; S 2:174
BURNET, WILLIAM
Magistrate H 1-2:88
BURNETT, WILLIAM
J.P* H 2:174,207; S 2:113
OADWLL^ GEORGE
.
Memlier Senate
Speaker pro tem
S 1-1:3; S 2:3
S 2: 29 ,,31
A:s H
88:S-I H
Ui
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CAHOKIA
Benefit of inhabitants,
B 83, B 152
CAIRNS, ABRAHAM
Director State Bank
Meml^er House of Represen-
tatives
CAIR^IS, CALDl^^T^LL
Protate Judge
CAMP3 TELEMCHUS
J. P.
CAI^^PBELL, ALEXAl^JTER
J.P.
member House of Represen-
tatives
CANAL BETOEN LAKE MICHIGAN
AND ILLINOIS RIVER
Act respecting, B195
Committee to investigate
Recommended "by Governor
Resolution for appointment
of Commissioners
Reedlution to Congress on
CAPJID, ANTHOI^ W. (CAZAD)
J.P.
H 2:335; S 2:174
H 2:3
H 2:327
H 2:278; S 2:142
H 1-2:153
H 2:3
H 2:26 .
S 1-1:10
H 1-2:144
S 2:102,106
H 2:155; S 2:89
C:K If
(a:ASAO) /•/
•1/
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OARLIN
, THO[/l/\S
Director State Baiik H 2:335; S 2:174
^•P. H 2:278; S 2:142
CARLYLE
Appointment of trustees
authorized, B 137
Petition concerning seat
of juirtice of Washir:gton
Co.
. H 2;152
CARf^I
Act to incorporate, ^11
CARE, HENRY
J.P. S 2:76
CARR, JAlViES
J'P- H 2:274; S 2:142
Petition ^-'or right to
hridge Shoal Creek H 1-2:112
CARROL CO,
Established, B 286
CASEY, LEVI
H 1-2:136
CASEY, NICHOUS
J-P- H 2:174; S 2:113
Magistrate H 1-2:88
CASEY, Y/ILLIAM •
H 1-2:158
BOf^-iBTiJ "TO ..
Vol 'i ^ft-^^^i'io
ii5S3 5:; lot OilOC
fiO%i hit5/5'V lo nor ^ m
o, 5 r • e u
'1
« • <'
XVSJ ,Y' .'AO
a/..IOiiL:i:i ^Y'loAGi
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CASH RIV:^R
Tarn across, B 173
DeclcU-ed navigable ,B 47
CATRAN, GEORGE W.
J.P, H 1-2:172
CEEDES, MOSES .
.
J.P. S 2;76
CENSUS OF STATE
Act providing for, B 131,
B 207
Committee to examine
returns H 2:173
Report of committee on H 2:57,68
CENSUS OF TERRITORY
Relief of persons taking,
B 117
CHAPFIN, ELIAS
County eiin^eyor,Gallatin Co H 2:339
CHAMBERS, SAf;IUEL
Petition to "be relieved
of triple tax H 2:93,105; S 2:30
CHEEK, JOEL
J.P. H 2:183; S 2:125
CHIEF JUSTICE
Allov/ed seat in "bar of
Hoi3.se H 2:106
iT--
I
'.J
« •
C?I:^ If ' . . 'Vi
Y OTIii.
•i's.j" oaon'fi'.} *io 'tell - H
Vi;
'to x?rf -it ieoc r>: v/oiiA
CHILDREN
J
ILLEGITmTE
Support of, B 154, B 215
CIRCifIT ATTORNEYS
Appointment c^.nd dijties,
B 45, B 102,B 185,B 310
Fees of, B 249.
Office seMarated from
Attorney General, B 237.
CLAIMNTS OF LAND
Act concerning, B 41
CLAP.K, ALEXANDER
J.P. H 2:244; S 2:129
CLARK, HEZEKIAH
J, P. H 2:239; S 2:125
CLARK, JAIvISS
'
J.P. H l-2;i56
CLARK, JOHN
J.P. H 1-2:159
CURK CO.
Petition for new county H 2:159
Removal of county seat,
B 352.
Petition and remon -
strance. H 2:135
CLEERY, JOHN M.
J.P. H 2:207
/in Pr\
:^:)
H ill 4 .1.10
e-'^XiS H .©0Ar-[t:.
IfHCT, ^Y'^ ^.Il
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CLENDi^NEN, JMIES
J. P. H 1-2:156
CLOES, GEORGE
J.P. H 2:120; S 2:76
CLOU, GEORGE (CLOUD)
County surveyor, Alexander -
00. H 2:279; S 2:143,179
CLUB, REASON
J.P. H 2:184; S 2:125
COCHRANE, ALEXANDER
J.P. H 1-2:.144
COCHRANE, ANDREW
miDate judge H 2:327; S 2:172
COFFEY, NE\frO(W.)N
J.P. H 2:306,318; S 2:171
COHEN, THOMS
J. P. H 1-2:154
COLEY, JOHN
J.P. S 2:125 .
COLLEGE, STATE
Governor's message on S 2:10; H 2:16
Corrumittee on H 2:34,55
Resolution concerning H 2:55,58
COLLEGE TOMSHIP
See school lands
COLLINS, AUGUSTUS
J. P. H 2:155;' S 2:88
• ' • •
•
^1. .... :
•1
- •
to 0:2.^6 8 era 8* 10! ^-o')
no ^j3^:!'': .
111': '
'
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COLLIIJS, HUGH
J.P. H 1^ :147
COMISS TONERS
Petition from. V" ite Co,
recommending certain men H 1-2:24
COMITTEE ROOMS "
Committee on S 2:26,30; H 2:45
COMTHTTEES
Appointed by .Speaker H 2:6
COr^TDN, LEVI
Coiiimissionor to select seat
of government H 1-2:189
Member House of Represen-
tatives H 1-4:3; H 1-2:8
CONGER, JOHN
J.P. H 1-2:113
Probate judge H 2:327; S 2:172
CONGRESS
Journals deposited in
office of Sec'y of State H 1-2:10
Members, compensation H 1-2:41
m-ethod of chr^osing H 1-2:41
CONN, CURTIS
J. P. H 1-2:156
Probate judge H 2:327; S 2:172
a;..
SV.£:5? 8 ;V- :S; !I 9noM( ojsjrfo'iHl
-24-
CONNER, Bi^NJMIN F.
J.P. H 1-2:144
CONNER, WILLIAM
J.P. H 1-2:125
CONRAD, WILL
J.P. H 1-2:144
CONSTABLES
Appointment of, B 122,
B 204, B 206.
Prosecution for mal-
conduct, B, 265.
CONmCTS
Protest a^^ainst passage
of law impairing, H 2:114
CONVERSE, SETH
J.P. H 1-2:157
CONVEYANCE OF LAND OF
NON-RESIDENTS
Act concerning, B 157
COOK, DANIEL P.
Attorney General S 1-1:28; H 1-1:26
rdem"ber of Congress
Resolution concerning
election S 2:109,111; H 2:206
Resolution concerning
certificate of election S 2:183; H 2:351
Memorial on State Bank K 1-2:78
'510 ah/^.-i -[o S'^H^;'''
• •)' riol^h!io;.C'.'
noc.too'" n
/ r
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COOK, DANIEL P.
Petition for relief of H 2:29,32
COOLY, WILLIM J,
County surveyor, Jolmson Co.H 2:340
COONS, DAVID
J.P.
. H 1-2:154
COPE, YOST
J.P. H 2:286; S 2:151
COPELAND, JOHN
J.P. H 1-2:126
CORL'.iR, DAVID H.
J.P. H 2:305; S 2:161
CORONERS
Duties of, B 7, B 10,
B 202, B 206
Prosecution for mal-
ccnouct, B 265
CORPORATE BODIES
Mode of "bringing suits
against, B 127
COUl^ITIES
Comittee on new H 2:61
Formation of, B 285, B 337
Mode of bringing suits
against, B 127
Records, B 329
:s: a ; ;08:s h
' i. i
, jl 'f t to B'^inrl
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COUNTY OOMiIISSIONERS
Election legalised, B
Prosecution for mal-
conduct, B 265.
COUNTY wSEAT
Removal of in any county S 2:80
COURT HOUSE
Governor's mess^e on H 2:15,34,42
COURTS.
Evidence in, B 20
Chancery
Practice in B 126, B 257
Circuit
Practice in B 121, B 149
Teras. eaid circuits
changed, B 348
County commissioners
Conunittee on, H 2:65
Estahlished, B 113, B 208
B 241.
Petition for -hanges in S 2:73
Prohate
Established, B 297, B 306
Judges elected H 2:3-27
Supreme
Duties of justices, B 9,
B 56, B 187, B 189
,
-In/r: lo'i no *' o-rS'
"WOO
i ffrJVT.i;!'.'
80S' H ,8"X VT .^''..-fr^U'f.S-tRH
ft. r;,^
^
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C'OURTS
Supreme
Justices allov/ed seat in
bar of Hoi.ise
Practice in, B 121, B 149
Resolutions on election
of ;ii!stices
COVINGTON
Appointment of trustees
authorized, B 347
COPIES, EDf/ARD
Director State Bank
Petition to "bridge Kaskas-
kia river
Authorized to "bridge Kas-
kaskia river, B 139
COX, JOHN
J.P.
COX, MICAJAH
J.P.
COX, SAIVIUEL
J.P,
COX, THOMS
Authorized to lease
Vpjidalia lots, B 238
Commissioner of Vandal ia,
B 217
H 2:106
H 2:132,142
H 1-2:168; H 2:335; S 2:174
H 1-2:131,135
H 1-2:113
H 1-2:158
H 2:122; S 2:76
BT UK'
3: ifv'T ,1
or
,-
. r
I :\ I.
.J .-. < .'w . -L , ^i — .L t.
T .r. ^-r
'to
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COX, THOf.WS
Comiiiissioner to select
seat of government H 1-2:189
Director State Bank S 2:174; H 2:335
Member Senate S 1-1:3
CRAIG, HUGH
J.P* H 1-2:128
CRANE, AARON T.
Petition of representa -
tives H 2:249
,
Relief of representatives,
B 317
CRA?;, JOHN
J.f*. H 1-2:124
CRAWORD, JOHN
J.P. K 1-2:113
CRAWFORD, MSON (CRAFPORD)
H 2:305; S 2:161
CRAWORD, SAJvIUEL
J.P. H 1-2:157
CRAWFOPD CO.
Hew Goiinty from, B 141,
B 172.
with Bond Co. B 213
with Edwards Co. B 267
Petition for new county H 1-2:63,66
with Edwards Co. H 1-2:1-2,18
- Bvtiiee'^-iqoi 'to •olj.UfiH
G L J'. . ..'>-*.!. li » "
8 ;coC:^ H a
»
.00 ^.
CKAWI^^ORD COUNTY
Tax of 1818 to he collect-
ed, B 109.
CRESSl^^LL, WALTER
J.P. H 2:278; S 2:142
CRBIE AND PWISHI^NT
Act respecting, B 82, B 278
Committee on law H 2:57
CRBUNALS
Rev/ard for apprehending,
B 156
CRISP, WILLIMf M.
J.P. H 1-2:136
Member House of Represen-
tatives H 2:3
Election contested H 2:19, 32
CROSS, JOHN
J.P. H 2:243; S 2:125
CROSS, JOSEPH
J.P. H 1-2:157
CROW, REDBIN
Petition for divorce H 2:42
CROZIER, SAT^IUEL
J.P. H 1-2:156
Mem"ber Senate S 2:3
CRUISE, MOSES
J.P. H 2:123'
r(
•1
-fiGGO'iq' '10 93iroH locfmoi.;
mam «woro
H .4. f.
-30'
CRUSE, ADM
J.P. H 1-2:128
CUIi^BERLAND PRSSBYTSRIANS
Petition from H 2:120
CURRENCY
Protest against passage of
law creating a circulat-
ing medinm v:hich must
depreciate H 2:114
Act to prevent imauthorized
circulation of paper
currency, B 307
DAIMV/OOD, J. a.
Member House of Represen-
tatives H 1-2:9,10
DANLEY, EDMOriD C.
Communication from H 2:97,154
DSVENPORT, H'lARI.IADUKE S.
J.P. H 2:207, S 2:113
DAVIDSON, THOMS G.
J-P. H 1-2:158
DAVIS, ABSOLOM
.
J. P. H 1-2:156
DAVIS, JOHN
J*P* H 1-2:157
If:
ad 1:5- - I H
DAVIS, rob:£rt
'^•P* H 2:155; S 2:89
DAVIS, TIMOTHY
Engrossing and enrollhig
clerk H 1-2:17
DAWSON, THOIViAS
H 2: 207; S 2:113
DEASOB, JAMES
"^'^^ H 2: 305; S 2:161
DEBTORS
A'hsconding, ^jrocedure
against, B 24
Insolvent, benefit of H 2:129
Relief of B 3, B 151, B 292
DEBTS
Collection of, B 46, B 130
DEECKFR, MOSES,
•^•P* H 1-2:147
DENNIS, JOHN
^
'^•P* H 1-2:125
DENTISON, WILLM
H 2:184; S 2:125
DEPOSITIONS
Mode of taking, B 12, B 250
DESSAYSLER, THOMS
.
H 2:244; S 2:129
VX:::-I H ^'^^^-'^
miJ.:.iw ,vf';
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riSTRICT COURT OF U.S.
To use chamber of House of
Representatives S 2:4
DIVORCE
Act respectiiTgjB 11, B 34,
B 258
DODGE, HENRY S.
To furnish printers with
copy of Acts of General
Assembly H 2:208; S 2:110,112,123
(^opy of laws H 2:76
indexed copy of laws S 2:44,45,50
To prepare table of
technical temis H 2:323
DOPJIISS, JAK'IES S.
J. P. H 2:282; S 2:151
J-P, H 2:317; S 2:171
Relief of, B 178
DOPJ^ISS, THOMS M.
Director State Bank S 2:174; H 2:335
Memher House of Represen-
tatives H 2:3
DOW'ER
Speedy assignment of,
B 13, B 157
DRUI\ri, JOHN
J.P. H 2:278; S 2:142
aIB'i'?i le ) '1 r ,t A 't o \'q o ^
6?:::' H s^ffiX 'lo v:qo-
0G,di»tM:5^ i\ bw.bX 1o vqor: fc
{1 ^;!,:''^^0:i
171::^ e ;VX^:-; H .-^.l
BV'X ^ ,•'0 '/o cX^^l
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mUNNEN, WILLIM
J.P,
DUBOIS, mim
J. P.
DUBOIS, TOUSSAINT
Relief of, B 239
DUBOIS, TUISSANT
Petition from representa-
t ives
Sale of estate authorized
B 57
DUELLING
Suppression of, B 14
DUT>ICM1, JAfi/iES M.
J.P,
J.P.
DU1-JCAI4, JOSEPH
Director State BanJk
J.P.
DMMRDS
Relief of, B 15, B 194
DUN,LAP, JOHN
Goimty surveyor, Lav/rence
Co.
J.P.
J.P.
H ?.:274; S 2:142
H 2:276; S 2:150
H 1-2:63
H 2: 282; S 2:151
H 2:317; S 2:171
H 2:335; S 2:174
H 2:244; S 2:129
H 2:279; S 2:143,179
H 1-2:172
H 2:184; S 2:125

DUNN, CHARLES
Engro3 3ii\e; and enrol lirig
clerk H 2:4
J.P. H 2:286; S 2:151
DUPAYSTER, THOMS
J.P.
.
S 2:129
DUPEW, JOHN
J. P. H 1-2:147
rURBSY, HORATIO
H 2:306
EADS, ABHER
H 2:256; S 2:133
EASTON, RUFUS
Petition for ri^^ht to
establish a ferry H 1-2:65,66
EATON, RICHARD
J.P. H 1-2:172
EBERI/iAN, JOSEPH
J.P. H 1-2:158
ECHOLS, JESSE
Member Hoijse of Represen-
tatives H 1-1:3; H 1-2:3
ECHOLS, WILLIAIVI
-^P. H 1-2:128
9SX::: a
rj 7
*.iAl'.ii.j.X ' f '
'
EDDINGTON, JOHN
J-P- H 2:320; S 2:171
EDIY
, HENRY
Member House of Represen-
tatives H 2:3
EDUCATION
Fiind for, B 17S
.
EDWAPJ)S, NIKIAN
Member U.S. Senate H 1-1:13; S 1-1:17; H 1-2:48
Resignation requested H 2: 134, 143
Resodi^tion concernirig, H 2:164
EDWARDS CO.
Annexation of part of
to vVayne Co. B 214
New Coimty from, B 28, B 71
B 172, B 174
with Crawford Co. B 267
with White Co. B88, B 183
Petition for new county
^'I'om H 1-2:12,18,66
with Crawford Co. H 1-2:12,18; H 2:98
with Vvhite Co, H 1-2:11,12,15
with r;hite and Franklin
CJos.
. H 1-2:24
Protest against division H 2:98; S 2:90
Protest against new county H 1-2:63
-rr--w'>-j:(TC;' to
Si>I :K li &oJ3erroo-- r
\'.;mro': wr?ii -xo
EDWARDS CO.
Protest against removal
of seat of .iii:-^tice H 2:209
EDFARDSVILLE
Appointment of trustees
authorized, B 35, B 167
Bc^, Committee to exajr.ine H 1-2:52,54,57,60
EyaTiination of H 1-2:97
EJECTMENT
Manner of , B 16
ELECTIONS
Act regulating, B 65, B 190
B-4e^, B 198
Committee on law
regulating S 2:26
Of certain officers ,B 228
Report on defective
returns H 1-1:11
Special,authorized, B 233
ELECTORS OF PRESIDENT AND VICE
PRESIDENT OF U.S.
Compensation of persons
"bringing returns of
election for,B 248. H 2:28,53
Election of, B 101
resolntifen from Ohio on. H 1-2:41
ELKINS, JOHN
Petition for divorce H 2:46,51
:U ,7-
IX: I -J. H f>niiKto"£
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Ji'LKINS, JOHN
rivorce, B 3?,3
EUIDGE, WILLIAM
H 2:120; S 2:76
ELLIOTT, JOHN
H 1-2:125
ELLIS, WILLIAM
H 2:155; S 2:89
H 2:313; S 2:174
Magistrate H 1-2:88
EMS, DAVID
Contests election of
James Bain H 2:24,47,182
m'lEARRASS
Incorporation, B 70
EI.IPARRASS RIVER
Bridges across, B 2, B 43,
B 69, B 216
Petition for right to
"biuld bridge H 1-2:63
EIvffiREE J.
H 2:165; S 2:113
EMERSON, ALLEN
H 2:165; S 2:113
ENCLOSURES
Bill reg-ulating, E 17
P8:S ^ ;a^:X:^^ H • - •
T f
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ENLOE, ASAHEL
J
ERNST, F.--RriNAND
director State Bai'ik
Petition of
ESTATES
ADministration of, B 81
ESTES, ABSALOM
J.P.
ESTILL, ABSALOM
J.P.
ESTIS, (DHISM
Magistrate
ETHERTON, SAI^^IIEL
J.P.
EVAIfS, GEORGE
J.P.
EVANS, JEREIvilAH
J.P.
EWING, ELIJAH
Memlner House of Represen-
tatives
EWIHG, JOHN
Ooimty snr^/eyor, Fr?iiklin
Co,
EWING, WILLIAM L.D.
Director State Bank
H 1-2:136
S 2:174; H 2:335
H 2:128,162; S 2:84
S 2:89
H 2:156
H 1-2:88
H 2:244; S 2:29
H 1-2:126
H 1-2:136
H 1-1;3; H 1-2:3
H 2:279; S 2:143,179
H 2:335; S 2:174
1,10JA. ' ' .a^iW.
.l.J MALI
EXCHANGE, BILLS OP
Act concerning, B 129 ,B
Made negotiable
EXECUTION
Bill concerning, B 107
Bi ll STJspending, B 280
EYIilAM, ABRAHAM
J.P.
FARRIS, GEORGE W.
Director State Baiik
PAYETTE Go.
EstalDlished, B 227
FEES
Act regulating, B 201,
B 225, B 298, B 353
Comittee to revise law
FENCES
Removal of , B 44
FERRIES
Estal-lisked, B 27, B 231
Exclusive right, B 29
See also names of rivers
FIELD ,AB]^1ER
Director State Bank
H 1-2:122,26.
H 1-.2;154
H 2:335
S 2:38
H a-: 335; 'S 2:174
VOX a I-
• J
V ^ •
^n.^
V • If.
«,titv*i 9v' iiiX-
-40
^lEIDjABNKR
Prolate judge H 2:327; S 2:172
FIELD, GREEN
Membr^r HoLu^e of Represen-
tatives H 1-1:3; H 1-2:4
Relief of, B 176
FIELDS
Enclosure and cultivation
of, B 22.
FIKE, ABEL
J. P. H 1-2:154; H 2:106,155; S 2:89
FINANCE
Governor's nessgge on H 2:16,35,65
Report on H 2:69,72
FINDUY, J.S.
Petition for right to
"bridge Kaskaskia river H 1-2:90
FURIES
Appropriation of, B 305
FINNEY, JMSS
Notary pu'blic S 2:171
FITCH, JOHN G.
J.P. H B:174; S 2:116,117
FLACK, JOHN
J.P» - H 1-2:144
Petition for right to
"bridfi-e BeaiicouD ^reek H 1-2:22
B 62 ^
fT TTr
• a ^ 1
-
, 1-
no e.-^e .or; ' 'to
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Y'/.Tiil'-i
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FLi^TCHER, JOB
J. P. H 2:305; S 2:161
FLOV^TilR, GEORGE
Petition for right to
bridge Bumpass Creek H 1-2:81
FORCIBLE ENTRY
Act against, B 26
FORD, ROBERT C.
'
Recorder aiid notary pulolic S 2:165
FORDIGA, JAims
J,P. H 1-2:147
FORRESTER, JOHIT
Magistrate H 1-2:88
FOSTER, JOHN H.
J.P. H 2:156; S 2:89
FOSTER, THOIviAS
J.P. H 2:183; S 2:125
FOSTER, WILLIAM P,
Associate justice S 1-1:19; H 1-1:14
FOX, JAfvIES N.
J.P. H 1-2:125
FRANKLIN GO.
Election of sherif"^, B 115
New county from, B 315
Petition" for division of H 2:201, 207
PeEitiori^'or new county
with Edwards ajid V.'hite
Cos.
,
H 1-2:24
18 :$;-..[ K
7
« 1 '.C.1 < ^ . . 'i
.00 ML:.. /..'^
311 S /^i't' no;
.
FRANKLIN GO.
Petition for new county
with Franklin and Wliite
^os, H 1-2:36
with Gallatin Go. H 2:74
Petitionto annex part of
Gallatin Co. h 1-2:128,141
Petition to annex part of
to Jolinson Go, h 2:75
Permpjient seat of justice,
B 74, B 219.
FRAUDS
Prevention of, B 23
FRAZIER, ROBERT
•^•^^ H 1-2:147
Memb?r Senate S 2:3
FREEHOLDERS
Persons declared, B 134
PRYE, PHILIP
H 2:278; S 2:142
FULLER,. MARVn^
•^•P* H 1-2:144
GALLATIN GO,
New county with Fra^iklin,
B 315
y^:AnO ..vH -^iO" ilOl f t-^i
.00 :tta.uao
GAT.LATIN GO.
Petition to attach part of
to Frajiklin Co. H 1-2:128,141
Relief of territorial
sh-riff, B 171
Tax of, 1816, B 59, B 106.
1817-18, B 166
GALMTW CO. SALINE
Bill concerniijg, B 291
Petition for mill at H 1-2:47,66
Sijperintend^-nt elected H 2:321; S 2:168
Report H 2:149
GALLOWAY, JAMES
Comity SLirveyor, Bond Go. H 2:284
Goimty surveyor, Payette Co H 2:329; S 2:179
GAMING
Act to urevent, B 212
GASAWAY, THOiVlAS
J.P. H 2:207; S 2:113
GASTON, SAIvIUEL
Director State Bank H 2:335; S 2:174
J.P. H 2:117,305; S 2:161
GENERAL ASSET/iBLY
Compensation of members, H 2:281
House for use of S 1,1:18,42; H 1-1:36
Property of . H 1-2; 181,183
Reports to, required
B 67, B 26L
'1o .t
0'
j:;
y::
'S^-f
' .
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GENERAL ASSI^aIBLY
Second session
GILIiAM, HEl-lRY M.
J,P.
GimAM, ISOM
GILL, JAr.ES
GILLHAll^I, HEWRY
J.P.
Pro'bate .Tudge
GILLHAM, THOMS
J.P.
GILLIS, JOHN W.
J.P.
GILLISON, JOHN
J.P.
GimoRE, JMm
J.P.
GimORE, J0Hi\f
J.P.
GIVINS, JAI\^:S A.
J.P.
GLASS, JOHN R.
Petition"
GLOVER, WILLIAIvI
J.P.
H 1-2:8
H 1-2:172
H 1-2:159
H 1-2:144
H 2:183; S 2:125
H 2:328; 3 2:173
H 2:123; S 2:76
H 1-2:156
H 2:155; S 2:89
H 1-2:147
H 2:156; S 2:89
H 2:283; S 2:151
H 2:42
H 2:243; S 2:125
5:>~.C H.
Or;I:! -I H
ID
I")
•
•
no
GOLCONM
Ro; d from Jones'boroi.igh,
B 311,
Road to Kaskaskia, B 116
GOCD, HEMY I.
J.P. H 1-2:154
GOODING, OORNELIUS
J. P. H 1-2:154
GORE, JOHN
J-P. H 2:313; S 2:174
GOULD, THOIvIAS,
J.P. H 1-2:147
GOVERNOR
Message, see Pond
Shadrach
printing of H 2:21,40; S 2:13,18
Portrait presented to
House of Representatives H 2:316
Provision for vacancy in
office, B 77
Seat in l?ar of House of
Representatives H 2:106
GRACEY, ROBERT
J.P. H 1-2;136
GRAHM, JAIvtES
Petition for right to
"bridge Little V/atash river H 1-2: J 1,12
Off H
1 1
•
Y
n
;';B'roH 10 IS^'i 111
rr
0.:^ .tr,;'.f.T 'lo'" Jioi
GRAHAM, JOHN
J.P.
GMHAfvl, RIGHAHD
J.P.
GRA?.ff.mR, JOHN
J.P.
GRAND JURORS
Committee to revise law
Mode of s-uiniTioniiig B 50,
B 80, P 200, B 240,
GRANT, ALGEFJ^ON SIDNEY
J.P.
GRATS, BENJAIVlIN (GRUT)
J.P.
GRAVES, THOLIAS
•
J.P.
GRAY, THOmS W.
Petition
Relief of, B 275
GRAYSON, JOHN
J.P.
GREEN, JOHN
J.P.
GREEN, THOMS"
J.P.
H 1—2il25
H 1-2:153
H 1-2:128
S 2:60
H 2:122; S 2:76
H 2:251; S 2:133,135,145
H 1-2; 154
H 2:323; 3 2:174
S 2:13; H 2;73,96
H 1-2:147
H 2:278; S 2:142
H 1-2:128
6^1:?-! H
00 a
^
• *
Vf.Bl fiBl ri vOt 5
(TIJHD)
•
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a T
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GREEN CO.
E3tabli^3hed, B 286
GREENUP, WILLIM C
Secretaiy of Senate S 1-1;11; S 2:3
GREEMOOD, FLEMING
J.P. H 2:305; S 2:161
GREGORY, JAI^S
J.P. H 2:122,207; S 2:113
GRIGGS, JESSE
J.P. H 2:121; S 2:76 •
Member House of Represen-
tatives H 1-1:3; H 1-2:3
GRIZZLE, GILBERT
J-P. H 2:313; S 2:174
GROSVENOR, PARKER
H 2:244; S 2:129
GROVES, JOHN
Magistrate H 1-2:88
HAGICSR, JOHN
J.P. H 1-2:128
HALL, JAP.1ES
Attorney
, Circint S 2:103,106,184
J. P. H 2:313
.00 ix^qo
!
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H^l, JAMES JR.
J. P.
HALL AND EDDY
Public printers
HM, MORIS
J.P.
HAMBURGH
FERRY AT, B 112
HAMILTON, ROBERT
J.P.
Member House of Represen-
tatives
HAiMILTON, TilOMS M.
J.P.
HANCE, DAVID
J.P.
HANCOCK, BEmiET
J.P.
HANNAH, JAIffiS
J.P.
HANNAH, Y/ILLM
J.P.
HARDING, HORACE
Presented portrait of
Governor to House of
Representatives.
H 1-2:144
H 2:172; S 2:87
H 1-2:113
H 1-2:125
H 1-1:3; H 1-2:3
H 1-2:157
S 2;113
H 1-2:126
H 1-2:125
H 1-2:125
H 2:316
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HARGRAVE, ROBERT
J.P. H 1-2:128
HARGRAVE, WILLIS
Member of Senate S 1-1:3
Contests election of
Leonard V/hite S 2:19,20,21,23
Superintendent of Gallatin
Co. Saline S 2:168; H 2:321
Report H 2:149
HARLSTON, PAUL (HAPJIILSON)
J.P. H 2:122; S 2:76
HARRIS, ADLEY
J.P. H 1-2:159
HAPPJS, JOHN R,
J.P. H 2:282; S 2:151
J.P. H 2:317; S 2:171
H.\RRIS, NATHAN
J.P. H 2:174; S 2:116,117
HAPJ^ISON ANDREW M (U)
J.P. H 2:156; S 2:89
HARRISON, LEI\/[UEL R.
Magistrate H 1-2:88
HARVIE, JOHN
Authorized to iDuild
toll bridges,B 340
HARVILLE, fvIERIT .
J.P. H 1-2:151

-50-
HATHORN, JAMES (HAYTHORNE)
J, P. H 2:122; S 2:76
HAWICK, MARTIN
J.P. H 1-2:126
HAYES, SM^TUEL
Magistrate H 1-2:88
EAYS, JOHN
J.P. H 1-2:154
HAYS, JOSEPH
J.P, H 2:122; S 2:113
HAYS, ROBERT
J. P., nomination H 2:119,121,154
HAYS, SATMEL
Coimty surveyor, Gallatin
Co. H 2:282,339; S 2:178,179
HAYS, WILLIAM H.
J.P. H 1-2:156
HAZELTON, GERVAISE
J.P. H 1-2:147
HENDERSON, JOHN
J.P. H 1-2:144
HBHBRIX, V/ILLIAM
J.P. H 2:156; S 2:89
HERBURT, THOMAS F.
Authorized to dam
Kaskaskia river
B 97
8V:^' a H
88:8-1 H
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HERRING, JAMS
J.P.
HESTER, CRAVEN P.
J.P.
HESTERSON, ROBERT
J.P,
HICKGOX, ELISHA G.
Petition to "bridge
Kaskaskia river
Right granted, B 139
HIGGINS, JOHN
J.P.
HIGGINS, PvANSOM
J.P.
HILL, JOHN
HILL, STERLING
TP
HILL, THOMS
J.P.
HITCHCOCK, IvIARTIN
Magistrate
HOGAN, PATRICK
J.P.
HOGG, FRANCIS"
J.P.
HOGG, SAIi'lUEL
H 1-2:113
H 2:121; S 2:76
H 1-2:125
H 1-2:131
H 1-2:147
H 1-2:147
H 2:305; S 2:161
H 2:306; S 2:161
H 2:156; S 2:89
H 1-2:88
H 2:30.5; S 2:161
H 1-2:125
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HOGG, S.MvIUEL
J.P. H 2:313; S 2:174
J.P. H 2:155; S 2:89
HOL^^NBECK, NATHANIEL
J.P. H 1-2:172
HOPKINS, REUBIN M. (RHEUBIN)
J.P. H 2:123; S 2:76
HORSES
Improvement of "breed, B 39
HOSICK, ALEXANDER
County surveyor, mite Co. H 2:335; S 2:179
HOSICK, WILLIATA (HOSACK^
J.P. H 2:277; S 2:142
HOTcmass, miles
J.P. H 1-2:156
HOUbE OF representatives
Message from S 2:110
Pules H 1-1:15-19; H 1-2:4,6
H 2:7-11,13,176,232,283
Print ir]g of H 1-1; 24,25; H 2:11
HOWARD, JOHN
J.P. H 1-2:125
J.P. H 2:73,81; S 2:46,47,76
Memt'^r House of Represen-
H 1-1:3; H 1-2:3
HOWAPJ), WILLIAM
J.P. H 2:318
•in , >
.0'.' c
Oi.
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H07/ELL, WILLIM L.
J.P.
HUBBARD, ADOLPm F.
Member House of Represen-
tatives
HUBBARD, SIMON M.
Notary public
HULL, DANIEL
J.P.
HUI^.IE, DAVID
J.P.
HUlffHREYS, EDWARD
Member House of Represen-
tatives
HUNSAKER, ABPJVHAM
J.P.
HUNSAKER, GEORGE
J.P.
HUNT, JOHN
J.P.
HUSTON, HENRY
J.P.
H 2:116,305; S 2:161
H 1-2:3
"S 2:171
H 1-2:157
H 2:207
H 1-1:3; H 1-2:12
H 1-2:128
H 1-2:128
H 1-2:147
H 2:165; S 2:113,119
-11:) : 'm3?i "^o^^jifoH lO'^iao^
•V.
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ILLEGITJllATE CHILDREN
See Children, illegitimate,
ILLINOIS
Boundary line with
Indiana, B 308
Constitution, copies of H 2:3
revision of H 2:259-61
Map of, B 324
ILLINOIS RIVER
Canal to Lalce Michigan S 1-1:10; H 2:26; S 2:102,106
Act respecting, B 195
IMJORAIITY
See Vice,
IMPRISONl\ffiNT
In other counties, B 91
INDIANA
Boundary line with
Illinois H 2:224
Act concerning, B 308
INSPECTIONS
Estahlished, B 114
JAILS
In each county, B 143
Insufficient, B 91
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O'AiMES, JOHN
J.P.
JAMISON, ALEMNDER
Member of Senate
JARV 12, PARKER
J*P.
JEFFERSON CO.
Election of sheriff and
coroner, B 282
JOmSON, CHARLES
Petition
JOHNSON, JOHN
County surveyor V/ayne Co,
J.P.
JOHNSON, mU^lMA
.
J.P.
JOxHNSON, GO.
Boundary |ixed, B 272,
Change of name, B 223
Debt of
Petition to add part of
Pope, Franklin and
Union Go's, to
Remonstrance against
alteration of lines
Seat of justice, new
Removal of
permanent, B 272
H 1-2:157
S 1-1:3; S 2:3
H 2:155; S 2:89
S 2:14,21
S 2:143,179
H 2:276
H 1-2:192
H 2:75,88
H 2:75
H 2:172
H 2:75
H 1-2:21,32

-56.
JOHNSTON, JAiW^:S W.
Notary public and
recorder
JOHNSTON, JOHN
J.P.
JOINT RIGHTS
Act concerning, B 263
JONES, EDMUND B.W.
Member Senate
JONES GABRIEL
J.P.
JONES, JAf^S
Notary public and
recorder
Probate judge
JONES, MRTIN
Member Senate
Seat contested
JOZIES, MICHAEL
Director State Bank
Member Senate
Relief of, B 31S
JONES, ROBERT
J.P.
JONES, THOK'IAS
J.P.
S 2:174
H 1-2:153,156
S 2;3
H 1-2:156
S 2:171,172
H 2:328; S 2:172
S 1-1:3; S 2:3
S 2:21,25
S 2:174; H 2:335
S 1-1:3; S 2:20
H 2:120; S 2:76
H 2:282; S 2:151
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JONES, WILLIM
Relief of representa-
tives, B 239
JONESBOROUGH
Appointment of trustees
authorized, B 347
Road to Golconda declared
piitlic, B 311
JORDAN, JOHN ( JOURMN)
JOURNALS OF GENERAL ASSEBjIBLY
Copy for printers
DistrilDution of, B 31
Printing of
JOURNEY, NA!ICY
Petition for lease of land
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE
Appeals from, B 290
Duties of, B 46, B 130,
B 179, B 206, B 209,
B 234, B 243, B 290
Manner of appointing B 4,
B 330
Prosecution for mal-
conduct, B 265
H 2:116,305; S 2: 161
H 2:81; S 2:48
S 1-1:24; H 1-2:185,188
S 2:34,45,48,110
H 2:243
^ —
85e "iej^riJ "to J"
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JUSTICES OF THE PEACE
Appointment of Justices
of the Peace will "be
foimd in each case under
the name of the person
appointed as Jones,
Thomas, J. P. H2:282;
S 2:151
KAIJE, ELIAS K.
Director State Bank H 1-2:168
Petition to "bridge Kaskas-
kia river H 1-2:131,135
Ri,fi;ht granted, B 139
Secretary of State S 1-1:12
Report H 2:54
P^SKASKIA
Road from Golconda, B 116
Road from Shawneetovm,B 345
Governor's message on H 1-2:119,122
KASMSKIA BRIDGE GO.
Incorporated B 140
r.
'
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KASKASKIA RIVER
Bridges across, B 97,
B 139, B 235.
Declared navigable, B 18
Petition to Inridge
I^EITH, ABNER
J.P.
KELLY, HENRY
J.P.
KELLY, JAUIES
Cashier State Bank
KELLY, JOHN
J.P.
KENTUCPvY
Conciirrent jnrisdiction
on Ohio river
Resolution on amendments
to U.S. Constitution
KERKENDALL, JOSEPH
J.P.
KERR, mjRY
J.P.
KIMIEL, PETER
Relief of , B 342
KimiEL, SINGLETON H.
County vSuireyor Jackson Co
.. -.-A
»
H 1-2:90,131,135
H 1-2:128
H 1-2:158
H 2:335; S 2:174
H 2:274; S 2:142
H 2:223; S 2:122
H 1-2:41
H 2:122; S 2:76
H 2:122
H 2:340,351; S 2:184
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KINCAID, SAMUEL
J.P.
KING, JOSEPH,
J.P.
KIIINEY, WILLIAM
DiftSctor State Bank
Member Senate
KIRKPATRICK, DAVID
J.P.
KIRKPATRICK, FRANCIS
Mem'ber Honse of Represen-
tatives
KIRKPATRICK, JAl^.ffiS
J.P.
KIRKPATRICK, JOHN
J.P*
KIR^^PATRICK, THOMS
Memlner House of represen-
tatives
Probate judge
KITCHELL, JOSEPH
Director State Bank
Mem'ber Senate
KITCHELL, WICKLIPP
Member House of representa-
tives
H 1-2:158
H 1-2:159
H 2:335; S 2:174
S 1-1:3
H 2:306,318; S 2:171
H 1-1:3
H 2:207; S 2:113
H 2:306; S 2:161
H 1-2:8
H 2:327; S 2:172
S 2:174; H 2:335
S 1-1:3; S 2:3
H 2:3
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KYI^IR, JOHN
J.P, H 1-2:151
LADD, MILTON
Engrossing and enrolli
clerk
J.P.
Mem'ber Senate
LAFFERTY, CORNELIUS
• Magistrate
LAKEY, SIMON
J,P.
MrmRT, JOHN H.
ALithorized to "bridge Shoal
creek, B 110
LAND, ROBERT
Petition
LAND,
Partition of, B 42
LAND GRANT
Petition to Congress for
LANDS, PUBLIC
Relief to purchasers of
LWTERIM, DANIEL A.
J.P.
H 1-1:29; S 1-1:33
H 1-2:125
S 2:3
H 1-2:88
H 1-2:124
H 2:50
H 1-1:21; H 1-2:86,90,119
H 2:13,28, 33
H 2:279; S 2:142
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JOHN
J.P.
LATRAM, JMIES
J.P.
Pro'bate Jiidffe
LATHM, ROBERT
Petition for right to
ferry waters of state
Right granted, B 29
UUGHLIN, LOITIS
J.P.
LAV/RE.NGE, RICHARD
Petition for right to
"bliridge Bijmpass Greek
LAWS, STATE
Copy for printers
Copies for use of House
Distrihution, B 31, B 264
Index to
None passed at first
sessibn of General
Assemhly
Printing of
LAWS, TERRITORIAL
Committee to revise
Continue in force
Repeal of , B 89
H 1-2:158
H 2:305; S 2: 161
H 2:328; S 2:172
H 1-2:23
H 1-2:156
H 1-2:81
H 2:76; S 2:44,45,50
H 2:13
H 1-2:184
H 1-2:186; S 2:44, 45, 50
H 1-1:26; S 1-1:29
H 1-2: 185,188; H 2:76
S 2:34,45,48,110
H 1-2:16,17,22,23,69
S 1-1:35
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LEACH, ANDREW
Magistrate
LEACH, SM'iUEL
Pro"bate Judge
LEARNING
Bill to encoiirage, B 349
LEASES
Petition for longer
LEDBETTER, ASA
Magistrate
LEE,SMIUSL
J. P.
LEECH, mmi
J.P.
LEUffiN, JAIiffiS, JR.
Engrossing Clerk
Mem"ber Senate
Speaker pro tern
LEI'ffiN, ROBERT
J,P,
LENARD, ABRAHAI^ (LENNARD)
J,P.
LEWIS, ZEPHANIAH (ZEPHINA)
J.P.
LIBE, LEONARD.
J.P.
H 1-2:88
H 2:328; S 2:172
H 2:20
H 1-2:88
H 2:155; S 2:89
H 2:174
S 2:7
S 2:3
S 2:65
H 1-2:154
H 2:274; S 2:142
H 2:183; S 2:125
H 2:353; S 2:185
r
LIBRARY, STATE
CoiTimittee on H 2:129
Purchase aiithorizod
B 329
LINSEY, JOHN
J.P. H 2:282
LIPPENCOTT, THOfMS
J.P. H 1-2:159
LITTLE BEAUCOUP CREEK
Bridge across, B 95
LITTLE MUDDY RIVER
Bridge across, E 170, B 340 •
LITTLE WABASH NAVIGATION CO,
Amendment to act of
incorporation, B 79
LITTLE WABASH RIVER
Petition for right to
bridge H 1-2:11,12 •
LOAN
By state, B 8
LOCKARD, WILLIAM
County surveyor, Clark Go. K 2:329; S 2:179
LOCKWOOD, JESSE C.
Kecoi-der and notary pulDlic S 2:172
Probate - judge B 2:328; S 2:172
LOCKWOOD, SAiVIUEL D,
Attorney General S 2:92

LOCKWOOD, WILLm
Comity surveyor, Clark Co. K 2:?S2
LOFTON, JOHN G.
Notej-y public S 2:172
Probate judge H 2:328; S 2:172
Recorder S 2:151
LOGAN, ALEXANDER
J.P. H 1-2:125
LOGAN, GEORGE R.
Member House of Represen-
tatives H 2:4
LOTTERY
For im ;rovement of Big
Wabash river, B 162
To drain America
Bottom, B 177
LCYD, ROBERT H,
J.P.
• H 1-2:128
LUCAS, JOHN
J. P. H 1-2:125
LUSK, JOHN T.
J.P. H 1-2:59
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MC.BRIDE, WILLIAIVI, JR.
J.P. H 2:122; S 2:76
MC.COMLEY, JOHN
J.P. H 1-2:153
MC.CLARY, JOHN
J.P. H 1-2:147
MC.CLINTOC, SAfylUEL (M'LINTOCK)
Authorized to "bnild toll
"bridges, B 340
Member House of Represen-
tatives H 1-1:3; H 1-2:9; H 2:4
MC.OORD, DAVID
J.P. H 2:184; S 2:125
MC.CORKLE, RICHARD
J.P.
,
H 1-2:147
MCCOY, WILLIAIvI
Magistrate H 1-2:88
MC.CRACKSN, AQUILU
J.P. H 2:221
MC.CRACmi, JONATHAN
J.P« H 2:174; S 2:116,117
MC.CP^ERY, JOHN
J.P. H 1-2:113-
J.P. S 2:113
MC.CULLOUGH, JOHN L.
J.P. H 1-2:172
I*
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MCELROY, MJ';XANPER
Magistrate
MC.FARIuAllD, JOHN
J.P.
MC.FATRIDGE, WILLIMI
Director State Bank
J.P.
Member House of Represen-
tatives
MC.PERRON, JOHN
J.P.
xMemlDer Senate
Memorial on State Bank
MCHENRY, DANIEL
.
J.P,
MCHENRY, WILIJAPrfl
MemlDer House of Represen-
tatives
Petition of
Relief of, B 5
MC.INTOSH, JOHN
J.P.
MC.KEE, JMmS
J.P.
MC.KSNSEY, ALLEN (MCKINSEY)
J.P.
MC.KENSEY, WILLIAM
H 1-2:88
H 2:122; S 2:76
S 2:174; H 2:335
H 2:323; S 2:174
H 2:3
H 2:322; S 2:174
S 1-1:3
H 1-2:78,95
H 1-2:125
H 1-1:3; H 1-2:3
H 1-2:18
H 1-2:128
H 1-2:125
H 2:122; S 2:76
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MC.I\ENZIE, GEORGE (MC.KINSEY)
H 2:313; S 2:174
MCKENZIE, GEORGE (MC.KINSEY)
^•P- H 2:155; S 2:89
MCLAUGHLIN, ROBERT K.
Treasurer of state S 2:69,87
Report H 2:96
MCLEAF, EENJAiMIN
H 1-2:147
H 2:184; S 2:125
MC.LEAN, JM'IES (MC.UNE)
J-P- H 2:122; S 2:76
MCLEAN, JOHN
Member House of Represen-
tatives H 2:3
Speaker H 2:4,353
Portrait presented to
^^^se H 2:355; S 2:186
MC.LEAN, ?/ILLIA]\/I B.
Member House of Represen-
tatives H 2:18
MCMILMN, HUGH, SR.
J.P,
MC.NABB, ALEXANDER
J.P.
MCNABB, CHARLES
'
Doorkeeper of House of
Representatives H 1-1:4
H 1-2:144
H 1-2:157
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MACOUPIN
Petition from
MADDOX, DAVID T.
J.P.
MDDOX, ZACHARIAH
MeralDer Senate
PMDDUX, LEONARD
J.P.
MADISON ACADER/IY
Appdintiiient of trustees
authorized, B 35, B 167
MDISON CO.
New county from, B 286
Petition for new county
Records valid, B 279
K'lADISON STxEAJvI MILL CO.
Incorporated, B 221
MAIL
Transportation from
Vandalia to Perryville
MANNING, JOEL
Probate judge
MNVILLE, IPJ, SR.
J.P.
MAPS
Committee on
H 2:146
H 1-2:125
Sl-1:3;- S 2:3
H 1-2:156
H 2:141
H 2:12
H 2:327; S 2:172
H 2:155; S 2:89
H 2:12^
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MARI^S, DAVID
J.P.
MARRIAGE
Act regulating, B 33.
MARSHALL, JOHN
Magistrate
MemlDer House of Represen-
tatives
Resignation
WiRSHALL, SAT.IUEL
MRTIN, JME.S H,
MARTIN, OOT
J.P.
MARY'S RIVER
Bridge across, B 170,
B 340
MASON, HAIL
J.P.
MASON, THOMAS
J.P.
MATHENY, CHARLES R.
MemlDer House of Represen-
tatives
Recorder and notary public
H 2:278; S 2:142
H 1-2:88
H 1-1:3;
H 1-2:10
H 1-2:147; H 2:106,243 ;S 2:125
H 1-2:151
H 2:120; S 2:76
H 1-2:158
H 2:165; S 2:113
H 2:3
S 2:184
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I11ATH]'.R, THOMAS
Member House of Represen-
tatives
MTTHEWS, MTT
J.P.
MULDING, MTPROSE
J.P.
J.P.
MXEY, WILLIAM
J .P •
HIAXl^/ELL, HUGH H.
Director State Bank
J.P.
MAYBERRY, FREDERICK, SR.
J.P.
MYS, JONATHAN (MYO>
J.P*
KtEACmi, JOEL
J.P.
MEARS, WILLIAiM
Attorney General
Report
IffiASURES
See weights
IvIECHANIGS
Relief of, B 309
H 2:3
H 1-2:126
H 2:313; S 2:174
H 1-2:125
H 1-2:158
H 1-2:168
H 1-2:158
H 2:334; S 2:174
H 2:183; S 2:125
H 2:278; S 2:142
S 2:69
H 2:94

MEDICAL SOCIETIES
Esta'blished, B 147, B 246
liffiDICINE
Practice of, B 328
miLEY, JOEL
T
fjENARD, PIExHRE
Lieutenaat Governor
Portrait presented to
Senate
Petition to "bridge Kaskas-
kia river
Right granted, B 139
MENUS, BENJA.MIN
J.P.
JvlERRITT, STEPHEN
J.P.
I^SSINGER, JOHN
Goimty surveyor, St.Clair
Co.
MemlDer House of Represen-
tatives
Speaker
MICHAELS, MOSES
J.P.
Member House of Represen-
tatives
H 2:156; S 2:89
S 1-1:4; H 1-1:4
S 2:186; H 2:355
H 1-2:131,135
H 1-2:128
H 1-2:153
H 2:278; S 2:143,179
H 1-1:3; H 1-2:3,
H 1-1; 11; H 1-2:3
H 2:165; S 2:113
H 2:3
*
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MICHIGAN, LAICE
Gaiial to Illinois river.
Governor's message on S 1-1:10
Resolution concernirjg, H 2:.?6; S 2:102,106
Act respecting, B 195
MIDDLETON, ROBERT
J.P. H 1-2:154
MILITARY BOIIMTY LANDS-
Nev/ coimty from H 2:74,111,141,146
Recorder's office, B 150
MILITIA
Committee on S 2:45
Communication concerning H 2:28
Governor's message on, H 2:17,35,37
Organization, B 164, B 314
Resolution on H 1-2:188
MILL DAMS
Act to prevent erection of,
B 274.
Petition for draining of, H 2:20,28,87,91
MILLIGAN, ALEXANDER
J.P. H 1-2:151
MILLS, HENRY I.
Director State Baiik S 2:174; H 2:335
Doorkeeper House of Repre-
sentatives H 2:4
J.P. H 1-2:147
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MILLS, JOHN
J.P, H ?.:207; 3 2:113
MILLS, JOHN, JR,
J.P. H 2:276; S 2:150
MILLS AND MILLERS
Bill regulatirig, B 61
MISLTO, HEIfRY C. .
J.P. H 1-2:157
MISSISSIPPI RIVER
Ferry, B 100
Petition for ferry H 1-2:51,66
MITCHELL, ICHABOD
J.P. H 2:334; S 2:174
MITCHELL, JMiES
J.P. H 2:155; S 2:89
MITCHELL, PETER
J.P. H 1-2:154
mim
Interest on, B 72
MOMOE CO.
Boundaries altered, B 260
Boundaries established,
B 303
Petition to alter "boundar-
ies and .protest H 1-2:63,68,73; H 2:56
Petition for longer leases H 2:20
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MONTGOMERY, JAMES
J.P. H 2:121; S 2:76
MOORE, CURTIS
Petition for relief H 2:167
MOORE, DANIEL G.
J.P. H 1-2:158
MOORE, DAVID
j,p, H 2:279; S 2:146
MOOP^, ENOCH
Mem'ber House of Represen-
tatives H 2:3
Speaker pro tem H 2:3
MOORE, FRANCIS
J.P, H 1-2:125
MOORE, ISAAC
J.P. H 1-2:172
MOORE, JAf-ilES B.
Comniunication from H 2:28
MOOP^, JOHN M.
J.P. H 1-2:157
MOORE, MILTON
Connty surveyor, Monroe Co. H 2:279; S 2:143,179
MOORE, RISDON
Mem'ber House of Represen-
tatives H 1-1:3; H 1-2:3; H 2:3
Seat questioned H 1-1:12,13
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MOORE, WILLIAM
J.P.
MORELAND, HAZLE, SR.
J.P.
MORLP]Y, WILLIAPil
J.P.
MORRIS, IRVIN
J.P.
Relief of, B 196
MORRIS, OLIVER
J.P.
MORRISON, WILLM
Authorized to "bridge Kas
kaskia river, B 235
Director State Eaiik
MORROW, THOMAS
Divorce, B 338
MOSS, RANSOM
J.P. Petition for
MOWING, JOEL
J.P.
r^DDY SALINE
Leasing of, B 135
MUMTTOES
Act concerning, B 155,B '.
Act to prevent harlDoring
runaways, B 120
H 2:279; S 2:142
H 2:279; S 2:113
H 1-2:126
H 2:114,157,162; S 2:113
H 1-2:158
H 1-2:168
H 2:117
S 2:76
.K>:..
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MIIRPHY, L.T;IS
J.P. H 2:183;S .2:125
NASH, WILLIM1
J.P. H 1-2:125
Mem"ber House of Represen-
tatives H 1-1:3; H 1-2:8
NEELY, CHARLES
Director State Barfe H 2:335; S 2:174
J.P. H 2:276
NEGROES
Act concerniiTg, B 155, B 182
Act to prevent harlDorirjg
runaways, B 120
Act to prevent inter-
marriage with whites,
B 205
NELSON, WILLIAM
J.P. H 1-2:156
NEVIT, WILLIAIi^
J.P. H 2:155; S 2:89
NOBLE, HENRY, SR.
J.P. H 1-2:144
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NON-RESIDENTS
Lands of , B 37
NORTH, DARIUS (DAVIS)
J.P, H 2:207; S 2:113
NOTARIES PUBLIC
Act reflating, B 51
Appointment of, B36
NOTES PROMISSORY
Negotiable, B 296 H 1-2:22,26
OATHS
Act concerning, B 184
OBLIGATIONS
Act concerning, B 263
Omil, HINCHING (OY»DUM)
J.P. H 2:305; S 2:161
OFFICERS
Appointed "by Governor H 2:121,132
Election of H 2:4; S 2:68
Fees, B 160
OFFICES, PUBLIC
Building of H 2:15,34,42
OGLE, JACOB
J.P. H 1-2:154
OGLE, WILLIAI'l
J.P. H 2:155; S 2:88
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O'HARA, WILLIM M.
Petition of
Relief of, B 317
O'HARRO, mWY
J.P.
OHIO
Resolutions on ainendments
to U,S. Constitution
OHIO RIVER
ConcuiTent jurisdiction
with Kentucky
OHIO , SALINE
Correspondence concerning
Leasing of
Rents from, B 98
OLEY, JOHN
J.P.
OMELVANY, SAJJUEL
Contests election of
Saraaal Alexander
J.P.
Member House of Represen-
tatives
Petition for payment
H 2:249
H 1-2:157
H 1-2:41
H 2:223; S 2:122
H 2:131,149
S 1-1:20,29-31,33;
H ltl:20; H 1-2:133,137
H 2:35
H 2:20,27,30
H 2:121; S 2:76
H 2:32
H 2:68"
r.f-
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OTWELL, WILLIM
J.P. H 1-2:158
Memlner House of Represen-
tatives H 2:4
OTY, JAUffiS
J.P. H 1-2:172
OUTHOUSE, ISTRACE (ISRAEL)
J.P, H 2:156; S 2:89
ora, Ezpjv (o™s)
J.B. H 1-2:157
Mem^ber Senate S 1-1:3; S 2:4
PACE, JOEL
Probate Judge H 2:328; S 2:172
PACE, JOSEPH
County surveyor, Jefferson
Co. H 2:278; S 2:14$, 179
J.P. H 2:116,305; S 2:161
PADFIELD, WILLIAJ./i, SR.
J.P. H 1-2:154
PAILSS, JOHN
J.P. H 2:244; S 2:129
PANKEY, flAIvIPTON
'
J.P. ' H 2:207; ,S 2:113
.o::'y
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PARKEWSON, DANIEL
J.P. H 1-2:158
PARKER, FRANCIS
J,P. H 1-2:128
PAPJCER, JATffiS W.
J.P. H 1-2:172
PARKER, JONATHAN
J.P. H 2:184
PARKISON, DANIEL
Director State Bank H 2:335; S 2:174
J.P- H 2:274; S 2:142
PARKS, ARTHUR
J.P. H 2:122; 3 2:76
PARKS, CEPHAS AUGUSTUS
J.P. H 2:120; S 2:76
PARTITIONS
Act concerning, B 263
PATRICK, CHARLES
•^.P. H 2:183; S 2:125
PATRICK, WILLM
Recorder and notary puTnlic S 2:165
PATTERSON, JAI^iES
J.P. H l-2:})56
PEDDLERS
Licensed, B 159, B 186
PEIRCE, CALEB (PIERCE)
'^•P* H 2:274; S 2:142
r-i 1:
1
.
:(> r .
PELL, GILBERT T.
J.P,
PENN, JOSEPH, SR.
J.P.
PENNEY, WILLIM
J.P.
PENNSYLVANIA
Acts deposited in office
of Secretaiy of State
Resolution on amendment
to U.S. Constitution
PEOPLES, THORNTON
J.P.
PERJURIES
Prevention of, B 23
PERKINS, EPHRAB'I
J,P.
PEPJvINS, ISAAC
J.P.
PERRY, SM'IUEL
J.P.
PERRYVILLE
Petition from
PERRYVILLE ACADEI.IY
Appointment of trustees
authorized, B 148
H 2:165; S 2:113
H 1-2:154
H 1-2:125
H 1-2:10
H 1-2:41
H 1-2:158
H 2:155; S 2:89
H 1-2:113
H 2:183; S 2:125
S 2:146
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PETERS, ZACHARIAH
J.P.
PETIT JURORS
Act concerning, B 158
StuniTioriging of, B 80
PETITIONS
Private
Reported imf'avoralDly
PETTIGRE^V, JAI.ffiS
J.P,
PHARRIS, GEORGE W.
Director State Bank
PHELPS, JOEL
J,P,
PHILIPS, PETER
J.P.
PHILLIPS, ALEXANDER
Meml)er House of Repre sen-
tatiyos
PHILLIPS, JAMES
J.P.
PHILLIPS, aoSEPH (PHILIPS)
Chief justice
PIERCE, ROBERT D.
J.P.
H 2:.?74; S 2:14-2
H 1-2:96
H 1-2:110
H 2: 207; S 2:113
S 2:174
H 2:183; S 2:125
H 1-2: 113
H 1-2: 3; H 1-2:3; H 2:3
H 2:122; S 2:76
H 1-1:14; S 1-1:18
H 2:274
» »
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PINKAPD, NATHANIEL
J.P. H 2:123; S 2:76
PLOUGH, PHILIP
J-P. H 2:165; S 2:113
POOR,
Relief of, B 84, B 222,
B 262, B 325
POPE, NATHANIEL
Director State Bank H 1-2:168
Memorial on State Bank H 1-2:78,95
POPE ce.
Petition from S 2:32,52
for new county H 2:166
to add part of to
Jolinson Co, H 2:75
to compel part payment
of Johnson Go. delDt H 2:75,88
PORTER, BENJATHN A,
•^•P* H 2:345; S 2:181
PORTER, DANIEL
County surveyor, Crawford
H 2:282
PORTER, DAVID
Coimty surveyor, Crawford
H 2:329; S 2:179
Member House of Represen-
H 1-1:3; H 1-2:3
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POSTAGE
On official papers,
B 163, B 333
POTTS, ISAIAH L.
J.P. H 2:207; S 2:113
POWELL, AMNSON
Prc'bi^te judge
POVv'ERS, JOHN
H 2:328; S 2:172
J^P. H 1-2:136
PRACTICE
Regulations of , B 54
B 257
PRAIRIE DUPONT
Benefit of, B 83, B 152
PRAIRIE DU ROCHER
Appointment of tmstees
authorized, B 347
PRAIRIES
Firing of, B 25
PREEMPTION
Right of J for certain
settle^, H 1-2:14,19
PRESTLY, CHARLIES
Petition for right to
"bridge Bijmpass Creek H 1-2:81
PREVO, SAMUEL
J.P.
Prohate judge
H 2:183; S 2:125
H 2:328; ,S 2:172
AGI, .-I:.
r
.1. '.^
PRICE, ROBERT B.
J.P.
.
PRICE, THOMAS H,
J.P.
PRICKETT, AB?JmA
Director State Bank
MeiQber House of Represen-
tatives
PRIGSBY, CHAPJLES
J.P.
PRIM, JOHN
.J.P.
PRINGLE, Y/ILLIAM
J.P.
PRINTERS, PUBLIC
Access to Senate journl
Blackwell & Berry
Hall & Eddy
Resolution concerning
election of
PRISON, STATE
Governor's message on
PRISONERS
Safe keeping of, B 103,
B 255.
86-
S 2:142
H 2:123
H 2:335; S 2:174
H 1-1: 3; H 1-2:14
H 2:251; S 2:133,135,145
H 1-2:157
H 2:121; S 2:76
S 2:35
S 1-1:28
H 2:172; S 2:87
H 2:132,142
H 2:15,34,42
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PI10PI5RTY
Act to prevent sale ijnder
execution, B 281.
Exempted from execution,
B 144.
Mode of tryii']g right of,
B 193.
Relief of ovmers, B 277
Valuation of, B66,350
Committee on law for H 2:119
See also real estate
PROVINES, WILLIM
Authorized to "bridge
Shoal Greek, B 110
PROVINES, \nLLim F.
Relief to purchasers of S 2:9,23,25
J.P. H 1-2:158
PUBLIC LAND
For seat of goveniment S 2:45
Right of preemption
Sale of
H 1-1:35; S 1-1:40,41.
H 1-1:28; S 1-1:32; H 1-2:13
PUNISHRffiNT
See Grime and
punishment
PURSLSY, ?/ILLMI
J.P.
PYLE, WILLIAM
J.P. H 1-2:128
H 1-2:136

QJAKERS
Relief of
, B 15, B 194
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RAI'yOvIING, JOEL
J.P.
RMASMy ALEXANDER (RAMSEY)
J.P,
RATjISAY, WILLIAM
J.P.
RANDOLPH CO,
Petition for new county
with St, Clair and
Washington Co's.
RATCLIFF, JAT^S
Director State Bmik
Prohate judge
RATKBONE, SOLOMON
J.P.
RATTAN, THOMAS
J.P.
RAY/LINGS, JAIffiS
J.P.
RAWLINGS, I/IOSES
Magistrate
H 2:121; S 2:129
H 2:323; S 2:174
H 1-2:158
H 1-2:146; S 2:69,78
H 2:335; S 2:174
H 2:327; S 2:172
H 2:140,162; S 2:113
H 2:278; S 2:142
H 2:184; S 2:125
H 1-2:88 '
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REAL ESTATE
Aliens authorized to
hold H 1-2:22,26
Execution for deht.
B 93, B 322.
Of mihors, sale of B 270
Sunavorship in H 2:27
B 251
REAVIS, CHARLES
Gomimmication from H 2:4
REAVIS, ISHAT^
H 2:306
RECORDERS
Office esta"blished, B 32
Prosecution for mal-
conduct, B 265
RECORDS, ANCIENT
Bill concerning, B 293
REGISTER OF MMDS AT EDWARDS-
VILI^ AND KASKASKIA
Claims of H 1-2: 18a
Appropriation H 1-2:185,188
RELF, JATjIES H.
Petition for right to
estahlish ferry H 1-2:51,66
RENTLSi/iAN, JACOB
J.P. H 1-2:128
10 •
A-.
REPI^SENTATION OF COITNTIES
Apportionment, B 336
Committee on
REPRESENTATIVE HALL
Use of for "balls
REVEIvfUE
Bill concerning, B 341
REYNOLDS, JOHN
Associate justice
REYNOLDS, JOY
J.P.
REYNOLDS THOIVIAS
Clerk House of Represen-
tatives,
RICE, GREEN P.
Chaplain General Assem'bly
RICE, THOMS H.
J.P.
RICHARDSON, JAf.fflS A,
J.P.
RICHIE, mm
J.P.
RICKER, RUPUS
J.P.
RIDDLE, JOHN (REDDLE)
J.P.
S 2:104; H 2:173,211
H 2:255
S 1-1:19; H 1-1:14
H 2:122
H 1-1:3; H 1-2:3; H 2:4
H 2:120; S 2:65
S 2:T6
H 1-2:124 .
H 1-2:125
H 1-2:156
H 2:286; S 2:151
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RIDGEWAY, JOHN
J.P.
RIGGS, SCOTT
Member House of Represen-
tatives
RIGHT, JAfffiS
J.P.
RILEY, JOSEPH
J.P.
^
RITCHEY, ROBERT
J.P.
ROACH,, JOHN
• J.P.
ROADS
Establishment of , B 339
Opening and repair
B 146, B 180, B 344.
ROBERTS, JAIviES
J.P. Petition fbr
ROBERTS, JOHN
J.P.
ROBERTS, LEVI
J.P.
ROBERTS, IHOA'IAS
Director State Bank
Member Senate '
H 1-?>:125
Hl-1:3; H 1-2:3
H. 2:306
H 2:207; S 2:113
H 2:207; S 2:113
H 1-2:157
S 2:35
H 2:117
H 1-2:125
H 1-2:158
H 2:335; S 2:174
S 1-1:3
« *
X. ( V.'-
. I Si H If?
i./
ROBINS, NATHANIEL
J.P. H 1-2:136
ROBINSON, BENAIAH (BENALAH)
Coimty sur\royor Madison Co. H 2:278; S 2:142,179
ROBINSON, HUGH ( ROBISON)
J.P, H 2:207; S 2:lia
ROBINSON, JOHN M. - •
.
Circuit attorrisy S 2:100
ROBINSON, TERY (TORY)
J.P. H 2:120; S 2:76
ROBISON, EDWARD
MemlDer House of Represen-
tatives H 2:3
ROCHxEBLAVE, PHILIP
Petition of H 2:19,27,168
Relief of, B247
ROGERS, MATTHEW, SR.
J.P. H 2:274; S 2:142
ROGERS, SM'IUEL
Petition for right to
"bridge Kaskaskia river H 1-2:90
ROLLIN, PJIGSDALE
J.P. H 1-2:113
ROLLINS, HOSIA
J.P. H 1-2:166
RONALDS, HUGH
Petition for right to
=== bridge Bijrapass Groek H 1-2!«1
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ROSS, I^ONARD
H 2:^56; S 2:133
ROSS, V/ILLIM
H 2:256; S 2:133
ROUTITREE, HIRAM
Recorder and notary pulDlic S 2:173
ROW, JOHN
H 2:334; S 2:174
ROy©EN, Y/lLLIAIvI 0.
H 1-2:159
RULES, JOINT
Committee on Rules s 2:9; H 2:14 S 1-1:36;
H 1-1:30,32; S 2:15^18;
H 2:24
Printir^ of s 2:20; H 2:33
RUSSELL, JOHl^
County surveyor Bond Go. H 2:337; S 2:179
RYAN, WILLM '
'
J.P.
H 1-2:172
ST. CHARLES
Road from V^fheeling h 1-2-191
ST. GLAIR GO.
Boundary line established,
B 303
I, > : .1
88
*
. \ .1. . - > i •
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ST. CLAIR Ce.
Petition for new county
with Washington and
Randolph Go 's.
Petition for law author-
izing drainirig of
mill dams
Remonstrance against
alteration of lines
Special term of coiirt,
B 85, B 108.
ST. LOUIS
Road from Vincennes
SALINES
Governor's message on
Proceeds of
Report on
See also Big Muddy,
S-line, Gallatin Go.
Saline, Muddy Saline,
Ohio Saline, Shav/neetown
Saline, Vennillion
Saline, Wabash Saline.
SALT SPRINGS
Discovery of, B 63
H 1-2:146
H 1-2:146; S 2:69,78
H 2:20,28,87,91
H 1-2:68
H 1-2:63
S 2:12; H 2:17,35
H 2:72
H 2:149
'"i P 1 « > II-
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SAMGMON GO.
Established, B 295
Petition for new coimty
SANGAH/ION MILLING CO.
Incorporation, B 322
Petition for
SANNERS, WILLIAM
J.P.
SAV™, JOHN P.
J.P.
SCHOOL LA^IDS
Bill relating to, B 1
Commissioners to select
Improvement of, B 199
Leasing of, b 145, B 226
Persons settled on, B 136
Reserved from sale.
Trustees for
SCOTT, JAI^S D.
J,P.
SCOTT, JEHU
J.P.
SCOTT, JOSHUA
Probate judge
SCOTT, ROBERT
J.P.
H 2:141
H 2:255
H 1-2:125
H 2:123; S 2:76
S 2:32j33
H 2:199; s 2:102
S 1-1:8; H 1-1:8
H 1-2:125
H 1-2:157
H 2:327; S 2:172
H 1-2:125
80 •
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SCROGGINS, HUMPHREY
Magistrate
SCROGGINS, NATHANIEL W,0.
J.P.
SEAL, STATE
Authorized, B 6
SEAT OF GOVERM/iEOT
Governor's message on
land for
Commissioners to select,
B 191
See also Vandal ia
commissioners
Removal of, B 153
Section 16, in township 3
south of range 9 west o
3rd principal meridian
Leasing of, E 300
SECRETARY OF STATE
Authorized to contract for
printing laws and
journals
Authorized to distrihute
laws
H 1-2:88
H 1-2:156
H 1-1:39
H 2:34
H 1-1:22; S 1-1:21,34
S 2:17,25; H 2:33,39,40,41,
121,243.
H 1-2:189; H 2:50,51,59
S 2:29,35
H 1-2:149
H 1-2:185,188
H 1-2:184

SECRETARY OF STATE
Duties, B 90
Report (Kane E.K.)
SEGiJRITIES
Relief of, B I'AS
SENATE
Members ac -oimts
Rules
Speaker not allowed to
vote
SERVANTS
Act concemiiig, B 182
SEXTON, JACOB
Ma,§istrate
SHAKERS
Bill concerning, B 252
SHALL, JBSEPH
J.P.
SHARP, EHNRY
J.P.
SHAW, JAMS
J.P.
SHAW, JOHN
J.P.
SHAW, JOSEPH
J.P.
H 2:54
S 2:181
S 1-1:12-15; S 2:4-7,8,12,66,71
S 1-1:16
H 1-2:88
H 2:183
H 2:156; S 2:89
H 1-2:172
H 2:256; S 2:133
H ,1-2:172; S 2:125
V f..
I".
• 1* -•
: T
» «
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SHAV/NEETOWN
Court house, B 124
Road to- Kaskaskia,
^rid^ges on H 1-2:119,122
declared pnlDlic, B 345
Road to Vaiidalia, B 343
SHAMEETOra SALINE
Governor authorized to
lease, B 30
Leasing of H 1-2:7; H 2:342,345
Report on H 1-2:37,39
SHEARER, DAVID (SHERARi
J.P. H 2:122; S 2:76
SHEARER, JOHN
J'P. H 2:207; S 2:113
SHELLY, JONATHAN (SHELBY)
H 2:165; S 2:113
SHERIFFS
Duties, B 7, B 206, B 319
Prosecution for mal-
conduct, B 265
Relief of, B 289
Territorial, relief of,
B 40, B 244
SHIPLEY, ROBERT.
H 1-2:124
SHOAL GREEK
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SHOAL CREEK
Bridges across, B 94,
B 96, B 110
Petitions for right to
bridge H 1-2:82,112
SHORT, HUBBARD
'^•P- H 1-2:136
SHORT, MOSES
H 1-2:154
SHULTS, JOHN R.
H 1-2:113
SILKWOOD, SOLOMON
'^•^^ H 2:156; S 2:89
SIAIPSON, DANIEL
H 1-2:126
SIMPSON, STAUNTON
H 1-2:126
SINGLETON, JOHN
H 1-2:159
SINGLETON, SPIVUS
H 1-2:125
SLADE, GHARL3S
Authorized to dam
Kaskaskia river, B 97
Director State B-ark H 2:335; "S 2:174
J,P,
Meraher House of Represen-
H 2:24
H 1-2:166
01'
,Lii.
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SLAVES
Act concerning, B 182
SLOAN, JAIi^SS
H 2:207; S 2:113
SLOCmiB, SAIVIUEL
J.P. H 1-2:125; H 2:120; S 2:76
SLOO, THOMAS
Account with Auditor H 1-2:71
County surveyor, Hamilton
Co. H 2:313; S 2:179
Relief of, B 68
SIvIALL, JOHN
Petition for privilege to
iDrid^e Em'barrass Creek H 1-2:16,18
Privilege graiited, B 2, B 43
SIvIARD, ABRAHAP/I
J-P. H 2:46
SMILIA, HUGH
H 1-2:154
SMITH, DANIEL D.
Recorder and notary public S 2:164
SMITH, EZEKIEL
'^•P* H 2:207; S 2:113
SMITH, GUY W,
Commissioner to select
seat of governiaent H 1-2:189
Meml^er Senate S 1-1:3
»5
•
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SMITH, JOHM C.
^•P. H 1-2:126
SMITH, JOHM T.
H 1-2:151
SMITH, JOSEPH
Authorized to "build "bridge
across Big and Little
BeauooTip Creeks, B 95
SMITH, W.
H 1-2:147
SNIPES, JOHN
'^•P- H 1-2:172
SPEAKER PRO TEM
Right to vote S 2:64
SPEECHES
Number on one question H 2:148
SPENCER, BENJAMIN
H 1-2:158
SPILLER, ELIJAH
"^•P- H 1-2:113
SPRIGG, WILLIAM
President State Bank S 2:174; H 2:335
Recommended for judge of
Circuit Court of Illinois H 1-1:28
SQUIRES, AMOS
•^•^^ H 1-2:158
Xci. I
Ally
(J
.1*
"0
-102'
STANLEY, STEPHEN
J.P. H 1-2:125
STARKEY, JESSE
J.P. H 1-2:159
STARR, BARriET
J.P. H 2:276
STATE
Mode of "bringing suits
against, E 127
STATE BANK
Bills
Proceeds of salines
pledged for redemption
of H 2:72
Receivable in land
offices H 2:284; S 2:167
Charter
Amendment recommended H 2:65
Committee to examine H 2:145
Copies to he transmitted H 2:284 •
Resolution to print H 2:294, 301
to repeal H 2:72
Estahlishment, B 269, B 335
Instructions from
Gallatin- Co. H 2:110
Memorial on H 1-2:78
Protest against H 2:227-29
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STATE BAMK
Establishment, B 269, B 335
Resolutions concerning H 2:72; S 2:83
Suggestions on H 2:88,93,109,157,220
Governor's messa^ge on H 2:16; S 2:10,13
Incorporation of subscrib-
ers; B 104, B 181
Notes
Receivable at land
o^^^^QQ H 2:284; S 2:167
Resolution relative to
reception by general
government H 2:319
Omcers, elected H 1-2:168; H 2:335; S 2:174
resolution concerning H 2:293,302; S 2:146,155,170
to receive school funds
B 175.
STATS HOUSE
GomiTiissioners on H 2:5,12
STATE PAPERS
Deposited in office of
Secretary of State H 1-2:10,16,18
STATE ROADS
Committee on S 2:128; H 2:253.
Petition for h 2:285
mil
0.+
L-
no
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STATIONERY
Committee on S 2:7; H 2:7,19
Purchasod S 1-1:17
STEEL, JOHN
J. P. H 2:306
STEEL, JOHN, SR.
J.j". H 1-2:156
STEPHENSON, BENJMIN
Petition for right of
I'erryirg waters of state H 1-2:23
Right granted, B 29
STEWARD, WILLIAM
J-P. H 2:306
STEWART, DAVID
J*^* H 1-2:172
STEWART, SCOBY
J-P* H 1-2:147
3TILBMN, STEPHEN
'^•P* H 2:282
STOCKS, JOHN
'^•P* H 1-2:128
STORY, ANDREW
•^•^^ H 2:: 155; S 2:89
STOVALL, JOHN B,
'^•P- H 1-2:125
STOVES
Committee on H 2:27,8Q
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STRAY LAW
B 119, B 232
Committee on
STREET, ANTHONY B.
J.P.
STREET, JAMES
J.P.
STREET, JOSEPH M.
Probate judge
STRICKLAND, JONATHAN
STUBBS, MOSES
J.P.
SURVEYOR, COUNTY
Appointment, B 203, B 242
Duties, B 133
SURVEYOR OF PUBLIC LANDS
Resolution concerning
establihhment of office
SUTTON, JAi^IES
J.P.
SWEARBCT, DANIEL S.
Member House of Represen-
tatives
Petition for privilege to
"bridge Shoal Creek
S 2:42,131
H 2:120; S 2:76
H 1-2:136
H 2:327; S 2:172
H 2:^07; S 2:113
H 1-2:125
S 1-1:23; H 1-1:23
H 2:122; S 2:76
H l-li3; H 1-2:12
H 1-2:82
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SWEARINGEN, D#IIEL S.
Privilege granted, B 94
Petition for payment of
ainoimt lost "by depre-
ciation H 2:133 ,202
Relief of, B 299
TADE, DAVID
Petition of H 2:46
Relief of, B 256
TANNER, FREDERICK
J.P. H 1-2:125
TAVERNS
Act to license, B 76
TAXES
Laying and collection of,
B 66, B 350
Longer time granted to
non-residents for
payment of H 2:29.
Petition concerning H 2:75,105
Relief of owners of proper-
ty sold for, B 277
o.t
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TAYLOR, CORNELIUS
Authorized to bridge
Erabar-rass river, B 216
TAYLOR, J.R.
H 2:120,221; S 2:76
TAYLOR, JOHN
'^•P- H 2:221
TAYLOR, SMUIEL
H 1-2:167
TAYLOR, THOMS
"^•P* H 1-2:144
TECHNICAL TERMS IN ACTS
OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY
H.S. Dodge authorized to
prepare table of H 2:323
TESTIMONY
Mode of perpetimting, B 55
THOf^S, JAMES D.
Member House of Represen-
^^^"i^Qs H 1-1:3; H 1-2:3
THOI'MS, JESSE B,
Member U.S. Senate s 1-1:17; H 1-1:13
Request to resign seat
in Congress H 2:134,143,164
THOMS, JOHN
"
State treasurer s 1-1:28; H 1-1:26
Territorial treasurer.
It
-168-
THOMAS, ROBERT
'^•P* H 1-2:154
THOKIPSON, ARCHIBALD
•^•P* H 1-2:156
THOMPSON, JAr.ffiS
County surveyor, Randolph
H 2:279; S 2:143,179
THOMPSON, JOHN
H 2:156; S 2:89
THOMPSON, MOSES
H 2:235; S 2:125
THOi\IPSON, THOMAS
'^•^^ H 2:156; S 2:89
THORNTON, WILLIAM
'^•^^ H 1-2:128
TILLSON, JOHN, JR.
County sur\r3yor,
Montgomery Co. H 2:329; S 2:179
TITTER
Cutting of, B 75
TINER, JOSHUA
H 2:306.
TOLL BRIDGES
Licenses for, B 128
TOWN, EPHRAIM
H 2:305
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TOVm PLATS
Recording of, B 346
TOl'T^SDALE, ALEXANDER
J.P.
TOWNSEND, ELEAZER M.
J,P.
J.P,
Probate judge
TOWNSEND, STEPHEN
J.P.
TOV/I^ISHIPS
Made of bringing suits
against, B 127
TREASURER, STATE
Accounts of
Books of, Committee
to examine
Duties of, B 72
Election of
Report
Silary of, B 138, B 169
TREASURER, TERRITORIAL
Report
TREASURERS, COUNTY
Duties of, B 210, B 259
Relief of, B 192
H 1-2:125
H 2:306
H 2:318; S 2:171
H 2:328; S 2:172
S 2:161
H 2:48
H 1-2:76,86; S 2:28,55,78
H 2:132,142,171
H 2:52,64,96
^ H 1-1:35-36; H 1-2:30-31
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TREASIJRY
Communication on H 2:48
Governor's message on S 1-1:8;H 1-1:7;S 2:11; H 2:16
TRiMffiR, CHARLES
Petition for bight to
bridge Bimpass Creek H 1-2:81
TROTIER, JOSEPH
J.P. H 1-2:154
:
TUNSTALL, EMUND
Petition for lease of land H 2:141
TUPPER, H.
J.P. H 2:256; S 2:133
TUREN, JOSHUA
J.P. S 2:161
TURNEY, ANTHONY B.
J.P. H 2:120; S 2:76
TURNET, JAr#!S
Authorized to furnish copy
for Senate Journal
to puhlic printers H 2:208; S 2:110,112,123
Secretary ofState S 2;?
TURNPIKES
Licenses for, B 128
TWITCHELL, MOSES
J.P. H 1-2:125
—j
'K
'.—
»
J. :
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UNION CO.
New county from, B 60,B 172
Petition for new coimty H 1-2:12,19,24,32
Petition for relief and
sijggesting establishnent
of State Bank H 2:157
Petition to add pai't to
Johnson Co. H 2:75
Petition to compel part
payment of Johnson Co.
debt H 2:75,88
Relief of sheriff, B 165
U. S. COHSTITUTION
Amendments
Resolution from Kentucky H 1-2:41
Resolution from Ohio H 1-2:41
Resolutions on H 2:125,179,196-99
S 2:102,116
UTTER, mim
Member House of Represen-
t-fitives H 1-1:3; H 1-2:3
VAGRANTS
Act concerning, B 86
VANCE, SAIvIUEL
^
H 2:313; S 2:174
H:
- i
3b a
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VANDALIA
Appointment of trustees
authorized, B 331
Chan^^e of name S 2:39
Draining of lakea near S 2:129; H 2:277
Leasing of lot3,B 238 H 2:266
Petition for improvements H 2:285
Petition for new coimty H 2:172;226
Road to America, B 230,
B 316.
Road to Shavmeetovm, B 343
VANDALIA GOfMISSIONSRS
Proceedings, B 271, B 273
See also Seat of Govern-
ment, commissioners to
select
VANDERVERE, ARTHUR T.
J.P. H 1-2:147
VAUGHN, ROBERT
Petition for lease of land H 2:189
VENUE
Change of, B 52, B 321
VERMILLION SALINE
Reservation of timber S 2;79; H 2:150
VIGE AND IMMORALITY
Governor's message on S 2:11,13; H 2:17,35,49
Suppression of, B 49,B 253
c.
-T
:9 P.
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VINCENNES
Road to St. Louis H l-?^:63
VINYARD, JOHN
J.P. H 1-2:156
VINYARD, ROSANNA
Petition for divorce H 1-2:169
WABASH SALINE
Committee on H 2:43,48
Leasing of S 2:20,29,33
Petition for donation of
kettles H 1-2:15,17
WAGGONER, JOHN
Petition from executors H 2:47,51
Petition granted, B 254
WAITS, SILAS S.
J.P. H 1-2:136
WAKEFIEIJ), JOHN A,
J.P. H 1-2:136
J.P. H 2:320; S 2:171
WALDEN, BENJA]IIIN
Magistrate H 1-2:88
WALKER, HENRY
3.P. H 2:48; S 2:31
J.P. H 2:320; S 2:171
Jo
-.114-
WALKER, JACOB W.
•^•^^ H 2:106,123; S 2:76
Probate judge H 2:327; S 2:172
WALKER, SAMUEL
Member House of Represen-
^^^ives H 1-1:3; H 1-2:3
WALLACE, WILLIAM
Petition of S 2:121,126
WARD, WILLIAM
H 2:256; S 2:133
WASHINGTON ACADEHIY
Appointment of trustees
authorized, B 137
WASHINGTON CO.
Boundaries altered, B 326
Petition concerning seat
of justice H 2:152
Petition for alteraion of
boundaries H 2:152
Petition for new county
with Randolph and St.
Clair Go's. H 1-2:146; S 2: 69,78
Removal of seat of
justice, B 326
WATERCRAFT
Disposition of when
going astray S 2:42,181
=__See also Stray Law. '
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WATKINS, BE?ERLY
H 1-2:156
WATKINS, LEWIS
H 1-2:158
OTKINS, SAl'vOL
•^•P* H 2:174; S 2:113
Magistrate H 1-2:88
WATTS, JAIylES
^•P- H 1-2:154,172
WAYNE, NATHANIEL
^^•P* H 2:282; S 2:151
WAYNE CO.
Annexation of part of
Edwards
, B 214
Petition for relief and
surest ions for
State Bank H 2:88
VfEBB, LAZARUS
S 2;161
WEIGHTS AND IvlEASURES
Aot re^gulatir^, B 48, B 58
VffiLLS, LEWIS, SR.
H 1-2:144
WERDEN, ELISHA (WEEDEN)
'^•P* H 2:184; S 2:125
VffiST, EDWARD
H 2:165; S 2:113
-«
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WEST, EMANUEL
J.P. H 2:106,123; S 2:76
WEST, HEZEKIAH
J.P. H 2:122; S 2:76
WEST, WASHINGTON
J.P* H 1-2:154
WEST WIION SOCIETY -
,
Bill concerning, B 252
WESTFALL, JAiMES
J.P. H 2:184; S 2:125
Yi/HEELER, WILLIAM
J.P. H 1-2:125
?.ra]ELER, WILLIAJyl, SR.
J.P. H 2:313
WHEELING
Road to Mississippi river H 1-2:191; H 2:14,21,22;
S 2:8,14
WHEELOOK, E.R.
Contests election to
House of Representatives
of W.R, Crisp H 2:19,32
WHIPPLE, DANIEL
J.P. H 2:256; S 2:133
V/HITE, BENJAMIN
J^P. H 1-2:125
V/HITE, DAVID
J.P. H 1-2:156
Jr •
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WHITE, JOSEPH
J.P.
WHITE, LEONARD
Election to Senate
contested
Member Senate
V/HITE, ROBERT
J.P.
miTE GO.
New County from, B 28,
B 172, B 266
with Edwards Co. B88,
B 183
Petition for division
Petition for new county
with Edwards and
Vmite Go's.
with Edwards, Ir/hite and
Franklin Co's.
with mite and Franklin
Co's.
Petition for relief and
siagge sting State Bank
Petition that defects
in laws he remedied
Protest against division
H 2:278; S 2:142
S 2:19,20,21,23
S 2:21
H 1-2:136
H 2:67,142; S 2:75
H 1-2:11,12,15
H 1-2:24
H 1-2:35
H 2:93,109,220
H 2:59
H 2:67; S 2:75,99

U8-
VmiTE CO.
Recommendation of
commissioners and
justices of the peace H 1-2:24
Relief of sheriff, B 142
WHITEAKER, JOHN ( WHITEKER)
Member House of Represen-
^a^ives H 1-1:3; H 1-2:3
H 1-2:128
VHITEAKER, MARK
H 1-2:125
raiTESIDE, JOHN L. JR.
J'^*
. H 1-2:154
WHITESIDES, JAMES A,
H 2:155; S 2:89
WHITESIDES, SAfvfUEL
Commissioner to select
seat of government H 1-2:189
Member House of Represen-
tatives H 1-1:3; H 1-2:3
WHITLOGK, ATvIBROSE
Relief of, B 239
MITNEY, MffiS W.
H 2:155; S 2:88
WIDEN, RAPHAEL
'^•P* H 1-2:157
Member House of Represen-
tatives
,H
rJ
—
T7
mi::
4
119'
T.1GGINS, SATJUEL
Authorized to establish
ferries, B 29
Authorized to ferry
Mississippi river, B 100
Authorized to open
turnpike road, B 229
Petition for exclusive ri,p;ht
of ferrying waters of
2^^^® H 1-2:23
WILCOX, ISAAC D.
H 1-2:126
Memher House of Represen-
H 1-1:3; H 1-2:3
7/ILKINS, ANDREW
H 2:207; S 2:113
WILKINS, CHARLES
Magistrate H 1-2:88
WILKINSON, EDIOTD P.
H 1-2:154
Probate judge h 2:327; S 2:172
WILL, CONRAD
Member House of Represen-
tatives H 2:3
Member Senate S 1-1:3
WILLARD, STMON
Petition S 2:72.91
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WILLIMS, HENRY
\VILLIMS, JOHN
Magistrate
WILLIAMS, JOSHUA
J.P.
WILLIMIS, ROYAL
J.P.
WILLIS, JAMES E.
J.P.
WILLIS, MLACHI
Magistrate
WILLS, LAZARUS
J.P.
WIIMAN, FREDERICK
J.P.
WILSON, JATvES
Prolate judge
Y/ILSON, ROBERT
J.P.
WILSON, IHOIVlAS
J.P.
WILSON, WILLmi
Associate justice of
Supreme Court
WILTON, mmY
J.P.
H 2:306
H 1-2:88
H 1-2:125
H 1-2:113
H 2:119,121,154; S 2:89
H 1-2:88
H 2:305
H 2:323; S 2:174
H 2:327; S 2:172
H 2:235; 3 2:125
H 1-2:172
S 2:69,85; H 2:169
H 2:174; S 2:113
Gi. . : if
• - •
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WINGHELL, STEPHEN
H 2:156; S 2:89
.
WINTERS, ZEDEKIAH
H 2:165; S 2:113
WOLVES
Killing of, B 38, B 294
Petition for premium
for killii^ H 1-2:23,32; H 2:47,51
WOOD, WILLIM
H 1-2:159
WOOD
Contract for s 2:4; H 2:7,19
WOODLAND
Preemption of, near
Shoal Greek s 1-1:26,34,40; H 1-1:24,
29,36
W00DRI3M, JOHN
H 1-2:156
WOODS
Firing of, B 25
WOODWORTH, JOHN S.
Authorized to collect
tax in Crawford Co. B 109
WORDS
Made aotionatle, B 320
WORLEY, ISAAC D.
•
H 2:122; S 2:76
}]
»
4 *
• »
eox
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WUKLEY, JOSEPH
J.P. Hl-2:157
'"RIGHT, JAMES
H 2:318; S 2:171
YAREOROUGH, ABSALOM
J-P. H 2:156; S 2:89
YOAST, HENRY
H 2:156; S 2:89
YOUNG, RICHARD M.
Member Hoijse of Represen-
tatives H 2:4
YOUNG
, THOMS
J.P. H 2:276
Nominated circuit
attorney S 2:100,101

RECORD OF BILLS,
Title of Bills
k S c
,
a
Pirat
Reading
a
a-
O. Proceedings
hi
»
CO
CB
1 Bills rp]at,inp* f.o '5r>Vinr>1 Innrle J.— /o n 13 It 111,112 29
2 Bill fiirantirifi: John Small the
privilege of buildirig a toll
hridge across Emh arras s Creek
in Edwards Co,
1-2 Xi 19 20
3 Bill for the relief of debtors. 1-2 H 16 20 20 22
i
26,43 22'
4 Act regulating the manner of ap-
pointing justices of the peace.
1-2 H 20 20 24 43 26,37,45,47
48,56
5 Bill for the relief of William
M 'Henry.
1-2 H 21 22 66 38,77,87 66
6 Act authorizing the Secretary of
State to secure a state seal.
1-2 H 23 23 24 27 51,51 27
7 Bill definir^ the duties of
sheriffs and coroners.
1-2 H 23 33 43 60,62,84,93
111
43
8 Bill authorizing loan by the
state of $25,000,
1-2 H 25 32 38 36,60 53
9 Bill defining the duties of
justices of the Supreme Court,
1-2 H 25 35 52
1
49,52

-124-
Title of Bills 9
? 1
%
o
J
?
a.
3'
09
1
\t
a
w
<m
ca
ra
Cu
10 Act defining the duties of
coroners.
1-2 H 25 '.
11 Bill respecting divorce. 1-2 H 26 33
12 Bill regulating the taking of
1
aepositions.
1-2 H 26 33 35 51 35
i'
1
t!
13 Bill for the speedy assignnient
Ij
01 dower.
1-2 H 26 34 35 51
ll
35 :
i;
i4t: 11111 Lo suppress duellir:g. 1-2 H 26 34 36 66,69 36
15 Act concerning Diinkards,Quakers
and other religious persons
! conscientiously scrupulous of
"bearing arras.
1-2 H 26 34 35 52,54 35
ii
16 Bill regulating the manner of
proceeding in ejectment for
rent aiid tenants at will hold-
*
ing over.
1-2 H 26 34 43 52,64 52
1/. Bill re/!;ulating enclosures. 1-2 H 26 35 37' 69 37
18 Act declaring Kaskaskia river a
navigable stream.
1-2 ^.6 27 33
1
38
1
38 ,46 38
ll
K
19 Act allowing foreign attach-
1 ments--
1-2
1
H :
—
13 35 35 38
1
38
1

125-
Title of Pills S i.
20 Act renderinc^ authentic as evi- 1-2
deuce in the courts of this
state, the puhlished acts, re-
cords and judicial proceedings
of courts in U.S.
21 Act to regulate the admission 1-2
and practice of attorneys and
coixnsellors at law.
H 33 35 35
22 Act to re,gulate the enclosirig
and cultivating of conimon
fields.
1-2
H 33 35 36
38
38
H 33 35 36 38
1-2 H23 Act to prevent frauds and per-
juries.
24 Act prescribing mode of pro- 1-2 H
ceeding against absconding
debtors.
25 Act re,gulating the firing of 1-2,
H
v/ood, prairies and other lands
^
38
38
43
43
46 49
46^54 81,84,115
174
38
26 Act a^gainst forcible entry and 1-2 H 38
detainer.
27 Act to establish and regulate 1-2
ferries.
H 38
43
43
46 54
49
44 46 54
38
38
38
49
54
54
49
54
*
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'
Title of Bills
28 Bill forming a new ooimty out 1-2 H
of Edwards and ''hite counties
29 Bill to authorize Benjamin Ste- 1-2 H
phens on, Samuel Wiggins arid
Robert Latham to establish
ferries.
30 Bill authorizing the Governor 1-2 H
to lease the saline near
Shawneetown,
31 Act authorizing the Governor to 1-2 H
transmit th(^ Acts of General
Assembly to the Executives of
the several states.
41
41
32 Act establishing recorder's
office.
33 Act re^gulatiiTg marriages.
34 Bill respecting divorce.
35 Act for author!a ng the
appointment of trustees to the
Madison Academy aiid town of
Edv/ardsville.
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
54
49
41 45
42
H
H
49,58,65
45 47
45 49 77,86,89
02
44 44|46 49
44 44 46
H 44 44 52
H
54 56,61
57,70
44 48 55 64
«
1
-127- I1
1
: a
a
I
1
i
o
r
Title of Pj.Il3
I
a.'
1
a
i
I ^
X
S
a.
f
s
'V
f
rm
ut
'V
a.
36, Pil.i for the appointment of
notaries piilDlic.
1-2
, H 48 57 59,64,71 —
t
37 Bill aijthorizirg the sheriff of
Randolph Co. to sell the
Isxnds of certain non-residents
1-2 H 49 50 50 51 50
38 Bill to enco-urage the killing
of wolves.
1-2 H 50 54 57
1
119 , 121
39 Act for improving the breed of
horses.
1-2 H 53 55 57 59 59
ll
!
40 Act for the relief of several
sheriffs of the late territory
of Illinois,
1-2 H 53 55 57 67
i!
1
\
11
il
i
41 Act concerning claimants of
land
.
1-2 H 53 55 57 69
il
i'
69
4^ Act tor partition of l&ind. 1-2 H 53 55 59 64 64
43 Act authorizing John Small to
"build a "bridge across Embar-
rass river.
H [55 55 58 61 75 61
'
ll
44 Bill authorizing removal of
fences when made through mis-
take on lands of other persons.
1-2 H 55 59 61 75
i
61

-128-
Title of Bills
45 Pill for the appointment of and 1-2
defining the duties of circuit
attorneys.
H
46 Act defining the duties of
justices of the peace and for
more speedy collection of
small dehts»
47 Bill declaring Cash River
navigahle,
48 Act regulatirig weights and
measures
1-2
or)
H
1-2
55
66 61
59
9
68,72,82,84
1-2
49 Act to suppress vice and immor- 1-2
ality.
50 Bill regulating mode of summon-
ing grand jurors
1-2
51. Act regulating notaries public i 1-2
52 Bill directing mode of changiiig 1-2
venue,
53 Pill to suppress counterfeiting 1-2
of bank notes.
H
H.
H
H
H bo
H
H
58 59 68
58 6
58 65 174
68,72
80
58 67
62
60 164 '68
91
68
67,93,111 74
116,118
89,130,131, 91
134,136,140
60 65 72 70,93
75
75
71
68
72
m m
iTitle of Fills
if 1
«-«
o
3 S
-< Q
!
1
a 3'
w
9
A
D
»
3'
>^
f*
IP
1
54 Bill to re^p,iilate practice in I H 60 65 68 78 68
' certain cases,
1
i:
55 Bill directing the mode of 1-21 H 60 65 68 78 68
perpeuuauing besLiinony,
56 Bill definirig the duties of 1-2 H 60 60 86 67,129,130
^
86
justices of the supreme 132,136,139
146,151,152
57 Bill authori2ii:^g the executors 1-2 H 66 66 70 72 78,111,112,
.
72
and executrix of Tuissant 117
moo IS to sell real estate.
58 Act regulating weights ,and 1-2 H 63 67 70 117
|(
70
1
measures
,
ji
59 Pill authorizing the shnriff 1 o1-2 H 64 68 70 87,96
of Gallatin Co. under the ter- 1-2 H
ritorial government to col- :
lect the tax of 1816,
60 Bill to form new county from 1-2 H 65 74 91 '77,81,88 |[(1
Lne aeLacnea part oi Union Go. 117,118
1
!!
61. Bill re^;ulating mills and 1-2 H 65 70 r73,127,160 127
millers.
!
161,166
««
«
-I mm
«
-130-.
Title of Bills
j
m
• i i
3 S f
L a. 1 1
(
1 i
«
D.
62,Bill allowir^ John Flack toll
j
for crossing bridge over
Beaucoup ^reek.
i-d h'(56 66 70 71,78
f
71
63 I? ill for discovery of salt
sprirgs.
1^2 H 66 70 72,111,114 72
J
64 Bill to prevent the establish-
ment of baiaks.
1-2 H 66 77 77
ii
:i
65 Act rP-^] latino- q1 ar%+ i nv,n 1-2 H ei3 70 72 82 87,90 82
66 Bill for laying and collecting
state tax on land
1-2 H 68 73 1,5]| 121,126,
149,171.
151,;
;i
[1
67 Act requiring certain official
communications and reports to
ne maae to General Assembly,
1-2 H 6<5 70 72 74 74
i
68 Bill for the relief of Thomas
blOO.
1-2 H 88 88 94 9i
1
3 130,131 95
69 Act to authorize Cornelius Tay-
.
lor to build a bridge across
Embarrass river.
1-2 H 71 74,8c5 77,93 83
ll
70 Act to incorporate Embarrass, ]
Tiirn pike Co.
.-2 H 71 74 83 77,110,112 i13
*
1•
-131-
r/j r
/I
i
Title of Rills
&
1 i Reading W-B
CO
a
'1-5
'M
71 Bill forming new county out of 1-2\ H 79 148 138,148,360 149
TjUV/ d. "Q S U « 167,174,176
72 Act retaliating interest on 1-2 H 7? 79 84 83,110 84
money.
73 Act definir]g duties of auditor 1-2 H 7.^ 79 88 83,139,140 88
and treasurer of the state 146
74 Act to orovide for fixing seat 1-2 H 75 79 84 84
01 justice of Franklin Co.
75 Act to prevent trespassing "by 1-2 H 75 75 79 84 84
cutting of timber. ji
76 Act to license and regulate 1-2 H 75 75 79 84 84
taveras. II11
77 Act to provide for new election 1-2 H 75 75 79 84 84 '
in case of vacancy in the of-
fice of Governor,
78 Act declaring Big Beaucoup 1-2 H 75 75 81 84 84
Creek a navigable stream.
79 Act to amend an act called an 1-2 H 76, 87 94 108 108
act to incorporate the Little
Wabash Navigation Company. ji
1!
.r, ...»
a
«
-132-
Title of Bills
80 Pill reflating tho drawing and' 1-2 H
suMnoning of grand and petit
jurors,
81 Act to regulate the administra-' 1-2| H
tion of estates and the de-
scent of intestates' estatos.
S'
cn
i76 81
82 Act respecting crime and
punishments
83 Act for the benefit of inhabi-
tants of Gahokia and Prairie
Diipont,
84 Act for tho relief of the poor.
85 Act authorizing special term of
court in St. Glair Co. for the
trial of certain prisoners.
86 Act concerning vagrants.
1-2 H
76 85 ,89 147,150,152
1-Z H
1-2
1-2
1-2
87 Act regulating and defining the! 1-2
duty of the Attorney General.
88 Bill to form new county out of 1-2
Edwards and White- Go's.
77
76
87
86
89
H 77 87
H 78 78 78
91
92
130,131
115
ice
H 78 187 89 92
91.
121
92
78
H
H 79
79
92
84
79
'88 149 127,138,148 149
160,167,
I
174,176.
.Mr
1^ #t '^ff^.
-133
Title of iUlls If.
^
1" s
U 1
' %
a
a.
1
&
d
7
c
\
*
< L)
89 Bill to repeal laws of Illinois
1 territory.
1-2 H 79 18].182 18:
90 Act definirig and regiilating du-
ties of Secretary of State.
1-2 H 80 86 89 92 92
91 Act for the coimitment of per-
sons to the jail of another
county convicted in a coimty
v^here there is not sufficient
jail.
1-2^ H 80 86 90 92 92
1
j
92 Act to establish a ferry at
towl of Alton,
H 80 86 109(
93 Act subjecting real estate to
execution for debt.
1-2 H 81 86 92 133,137,
139.
92
94 Bill authorizirig Daniel S Swear-
angin and Co. to erect a toll
"bridge across Shoal Greek,
1-2 H 88 88 94| 108 95,130,172,
177,182
JOB
95 Bill supplementary to an act 3
entitled an Act to authorize
Joseph Smith to build a bridge
across Big and Little Beaucoup
Creeks*
1
.-2 H £
|.
17 i
f
50 92 92

-134-
Title of j^ills
96 Bill authoriziiTg toll bridge '1-2 H
across Shoal Creek.
88 94 168
97 Bill authoriziiig Thomas F.
Herbert aiid Charles Slade to
build a mill dam across Kas-
Kaskia river.
98 Act aTjthorizing the Governor to, 1-2 H
receive certain rents from the
lessees of Ohio Saline.
99 .111 authorizing the appoint- 1-2 H
raent of trustees to Belleville
Academy and. the town of Belle-
ville.
3
00
95,130,172 108
177,182
1-2 H 188 94 123 121,139
140
90 94 109 128
100 Act to authorize Samuel 1-2 H
Wiggins to establish a ferry
across Mississippi river.
101 Act providing for the election 1-2'h|93
of electors of the President
and Vice-president of the
United States.
91 95 109 128,176
182
93 94 95 108
94 95 109
323
109
108
109
•1^ H •^'f^TfT
4
-135-
Title of Pdlls
I
I
94 109 120
102 Pill for the appointment of 1-2 H
circuit attorneys arid defin
ing the duties of the
Attorney General,
103 Bill for the safe keeping of 1-2 H
prisoners,
104 Bill supplementary to an act 1-2 H
entitled an Act to incorpor-
ate the subscribers of the
state bank,
105 Bill granting Polly Bozarth a 1-2 H 96 96 109
divorce from Israel Bozarth
94 95: 115 109,124 115
117,133 120
95 123 ^29 143,145 130
177
106 Act authorizing the sheriff 1-2
of Gallatin Go. to collect
tax of 1816.
107 Bill to compel persons when
;
1-2
legally commanded to aid
ministerial officers in the
execution of process.
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108, 114, 116 130,131 116
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108 Act siipplementaiy to an act 1-2 H 109 109 109 109 109
entitled an Act for a spe-
cial teiTi of court in St.
Clair Go. for the trial of -
certain prisoners.
109 Act authorizing Johji S. 1-2 H 110 111 114 119 119
Woodv/orth to collect tax of
Crav/ford Co. for the year
iolo.
i
110 Act authorizirig Johii H. Lam- 1-2| H 110 111 114 116 182,183 116
In ert and William Provines to • 183
"build a toll bridge across
onoai ureeK,
111 Act to incorporate the tora 1-2 H 110 111 114 116 116
i
of Carmi»
112 Act to establish a ferry in 1-2 H 110 111 114 132 132
the town of Hamburgh,
113 Bill establishing courts of 1-2 H 112 114 120 116,131 120
county camnisaioners.
114 Bill to establish inspections 1-2 H 113 116 120 131 120
in the state.
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115 Bill providing for the elec-
tion of sheriff in Franklin
Co,
116 Act to appoint cominissioners
to view aiid mark a road from
Galconda to Kaskaskia,
117 Pill for the relief of
persons making additional
census for the late terri-
tory of Illinois,
118 Act for the relief of the
the sheriff of Edwards Co.
119 Act to re,5ulate the disposi-
tion of Y/atercrafts when
found going astra^r and of
other estray animals,
120 Bill to prevent harboring
nm av/ay negroes and
mulatto es,
121 Bill regulating the practice
of supreme and circiiit
courts.
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123
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H 117 118 127 130 125,141 130
H 117 118
1-2 H 119 121 123 126
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122 Bill for the appointment of
constables,
123 Act providirig relief of secur
ities in a sujranary way.
124.Act to establish a court
house in Shavmeetov/n,
1-2 H
5* 4'
tl-2
1-2
9
122 122
H 123 124 126
H 123 124 126
a
127, 138 327
140
125 Act authorizing Lewis Barl-er 1-2 H '123 124
to establish a feriy v/here
the U.S. road, crosses Big
Muddy river.
126 Bill regulating practice in 1-2 H
courts of chancery.
127 Act directing the mode of 1-2 H 125 125
bringing suits a<gainst the
state, counties, townships
and other corporate bodies
•
128 Act authorizing county commis-1-2 H 125 125 127
sioners to grant licenses
for the erection of toll
bridges and turn pikes.
130! 141, 130'
124 126 129 139
126, 130 130
130 182,183 PL30
183
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129 Bill concerning bills of
exchange.
1*2 H
130 Act for the speedy collection 1-2 H
of dehts,
131 Bill providing for a census 1-2 H
of the state.
127
128'
130
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134 146 134
132 Bill malting appropriations,
for the years 1819 and
1820,
135,156 138
156
1-2 H
129 132 135 148
132
133 Pill establishing the office 1-2 H
of and defining the duties
of county surveyor,
134 Act declaring certain persons 1-2 H ;L33
freeholders.
132
135 Act authorizing the leasing 1-2 'h
of Muddy Saline,
133
.33 133
136 Act providing for persons 1-2 H 133 133
settled on school lands.
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137 Act authorizing the appoint- 1-2 H 134 154 T CO15<S IbOm 154
ment of tnistees of Washing-
ton Academy and the town or
Carlyle.
TOOT^*TT ^1 J • XI ft *1-7X^—138 Bill authorizing the Auditor 1-2 H 134 IOC135 14^ loy
to issue certificates m
certain cases and to iix the
salaries oi Auditor and
m
Treasurer
139 EilJ. to estahlish a toll 1-2 TTH 135 135
"bridge across Kaskaskia
•
river
140 Act to incorporate Kaskaskia 1-2 TTH 139 149 14^,166 149
Bridge Go* ICQ ir>/
f 186
141 Act forming new county out or 1-2 H 138 140 142 148, lob 14o
Crawford Co,
142 Act for the relief of the 1-2 TH 138 140 142 T yi yi144 1 A A144
sheriff of \%ite Go.
143 Act requiring jails m each 1-2 ri 138 140 I/O14<i 144,148 1 A A144
county
144 Bill exempting certain 1-2 H 1 >i 1141 145 148 143,148 148
species of property from
execution
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145 Act providing for aiid prepar- 1-2\ H 142 145 152 150,162 152
atory to the esta'blishment 164
of a college on college town-
ship no, 5 west of the "base
line of range 1 north of the
3rd principal meridian
.
(Act to authorize the leas-
ing of college tovmships)
.
i4D Act I or opening, repairing. 1-2 H 143 145 148 145,156 148
improving and regulating 161., 166
roads and highways and creat- 174,181
ing a fund for that purpose. 182
147 Act for the estahlishrnent of 1-2 H 145 146 148 151 151
medical societies
148 Act authorizing the appoint- 1-2 H 145 145 165 167 165,167
ment of trustees to Perry-
ville Academy.
148 Act supplementary to an act 1-2 H 146 148 149 160,161 149
entitled, An act regulating 183,186
practice in supreme and
circuit courts.
150 Act establishing recorder's 1-2 H 146 146 149
office in military hounty
lands ,
-
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151 Bill for the relief of debt- 1-2 H 147 151 162 157,162 162
ors. 164
152 Act supplemental to an Act 1-2 H 149 150 151 160 151
entitled, An act for the
"benefit of the inhatitsnts
-
of Cahokia and Prairie
Diipont
,
153 Bill providing for the re- 1-2 H 151 151 155 167 165,186 167
moval of the seat of 187
government
154 Act for the stipport of 1-2 H 150 151 154 166 154
illegitimate children.
155 Act concerning negroes and 1-2 H 151 154 158 155 158
mulattoes.
156 Act authorizing the governor 1-2 H 151 154 158 166 158
to offer a rev;?rd for
apprehending criminals in
certain cases.
157 Act concerning dower and 1-2 H 151
*• r— «
154 158 165,169
the conveyance of non-
residents' land.
158 Act concerning petit jurors. 1-2 H 152
1
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161,166
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rJ9 Bill to license resident and 1-2 H 153 155 162 159,183 162
non-resident peddlers to
sell goods in the state
1
160 i^ill to regulate the fees of 1-2 H 153 158 164 158,177 164
certain officers in the
1
178,183
state.
1
1
161 Act for the relief of V/illiam 1-2 H 153 156 158 160,166 160
A. Beaird.
162 Act authorizing a lottery to 14-2 H 153 156 159 160,166 160
raise tunds for improving
Big Wahash river.
lo3 Act providing tor postage 1-2 H 157 159 160 163 163
on official papers.
li
164 Act organizing militia m 1-2 H 158 159 165 161,171 165
the state.
165 Bill for the relief of the 1-2 H 159 163 169 165,180 169
the sheriff of Union Co.
1
166 Bill to authorize the collec- 1-2 H 159 163 167 171 167
tion of the tax of 1817 and
1818 "by the sheriff of
Gallatin Co.
167 Act to amend an act entitled 1-2 H 160 161 163 167 167
An act authorizing the ap-
pointment of trustees to
Madison Academy and the town.
1 of Edward sville.
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168 Act concerning Brownsville
169 Act fixing the salaries of
the Auditor and Treasurer
170 Act to authorize the "building
of "bridges across Mary's
river, Beaucoup, Little
and Big Mddy rivers,
where the state road lead-
ing from Shawneetown to Kas-
kaskia crosses the same.
171 Bill for the relief of the
territorial sheriff of
Gallatin Go,
172 Bill supplemental to ceveral
acts e3ta"Mishing new
coianties out of Crawford,
Edwards, V-T:iite and Union
Go^.
173 Act to authorize William
Alexander to erect a dam
across Gash river,
175 Pill to authorize the presi-
dent and directors of the
SJjate Banic to receive and
appropriate a fund for the
encouragement of learning.
_
1-2 H 160
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1-2 H 162 163 167 171
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1-2 H
1-2 H
1-2 H 170 170
1-2 H 174
176 Act for the relief of Green
B. Field.
177 Act authorizing a lottery to
raise funds for draining
ponds in America "bottom.
178 Act for the relief of James
S. Dorriss, late sheriff of
Johnson Co.
179 Bill supplemental to an act 1-2 H
,
172
entitled, An act regulating
the powers ajid duties of
justices of the peace.
180 Act supplemental to ?ji act
entitled An act for opening,
repairing, improving and
regulating roads and high-
ways and creating a fund for
that purpose.
181 Act supplemental to an act 1-2 H 174 175
entitled, An Act to incor-
porate the suhscrihers to
the State Bank.
182 Act respecting free negroes, 1-2 H 179 179
mulatto es, servants and
slaves.
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183 Act supplemental to an act
entitled, An Act creating a
new county out of Edv/ards
and White Co^.
184 Act concerning oaths
1-2 H
1-2
1-2
H
H
179
182 182
185185 Act supplemental to an act
entitled, An Act for the
appointment of circuit
attome3'"s arid defining their
duties.
186 Act to authorize non-resident 1-2 H 186 187
peddlers to sell goods in
the state,
187 Act supplemental to an act 1-2 H 187
entitled, An Act regulating
and defining the duties of
justices of the supreme
court,
188 Act supplemental to an act 1-2 H 189
entitled, An Act making
appropriations for 1819-1820
189 Act supplem.ental to an act 1-2 H . 191
entitled. An Act regulating
|
I
and defining the duties of
\
justices of the supreme court^
B
184
CO
179
183,184 183
188
190 185
187,189 187
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191,192 191
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ibO Act supplemental to an act 1-?
1
^ 192 192
entitled, An Act lo regulate
elections.
ibi Act authorizing any two of 2 s 13 13 13 23 14
the commissioners appointed H 23 23 23 39 29,38 39
^
"by the last General Assembly
to select four sections of
land for a seat of govern-
ment of this state]^ to act
and report in all respects
as hertofore thr-^e might do.
iVc. Act for the relief of certain 2 S 16 18 19, 41 21
county treasurers of the H 37 37 52 73
state for the years 1819-
1820.
193 Act prescribing the mode of 2 S 23 27 54 27,50,79 54
trying the right of property 141,14-3
m certain cases 152,154
H 96 96 96
1
115,136
150,185
304,305
150
194 Act for the relief of Dujnl^ards 2 S 23 26 27 36,38 27
Quakers and other religious H 48 48' 52 58,62,67 62
persons conscientiously
scrupulous of "bearing arms.
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195 Act respecting navigable com-
munications "between the
waters of the Illinois river
and Lake Michigan.
196 Act for the relief of Irvin
Morris, late sheriff of
Johjison Co.
198 Act regulating elections
199 Act for the improvement of
the college township.
200 Act supplemental to aii act
entitled, An Act prescrihing
the mode of s"un:imoning
grand jiirors.
201 Act regulating the fees of
several officers and persons
therein named.
202 Act prescribing the duties
of coroners
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31 53 48 53
H
96
60
H 127
96 96
60
32
117,182 199
199-201,
212
28 29 34 32,34 34
78 85
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3
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37
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36,40,57
58,61.62
110,118
126,127
129
127 203 178,186-
189,190
194,206
,223,254
65
211
104,109
40
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42 40
126,147
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39 41 46 46
86 89 ,240 177,191 240
209
39 42 46 79 46
86 89 101,120 147
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203 Act for the appointment of 2 s 39 41 46 79 46
surveyors tor the several H 87 102 147 133,147 147
counties. 177
204 Act supplemental to m act 2 S 43 46 58 52,53 58
entitled, An Act providing
-
H TIT111 118 150 136 150
for the appointment of
constables.
205 Act to prevent negroes from 2 s 43 44 47 47
intermarry ii;ig with whites. H 86 104 108
206 Act supplemental to acts 2 s 43 53 54 52,106 54
entitled, An Act detining H 97 101 205 109,111 205
the duties ol sheriffs and 189
coroners; An Act providing
j
for the a.^pointment of
constables; An Act defining
the powers and duties of
justices of the peace.
207 Act making allov;ances for 2 S 45 47 49 68 49
Lalcing the census for 1820 H 103 115 127 109 127
208 Act to amend an act entitled 2 S 52 55 57 93,145 57
An Act establishing county H 99 118 175 129,185 175
commissioners courts.
209 Act to amend an act entitled 2 S 52 55 56
kn Act defining, the powers
and Quties ot jListices of the
peace.
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?.10 Act ref^lating county 2 S 56 57
treasurers.
/oil Act providing tor the appoint- 2 S 57 60 62 62
ment of assessors. H 117 117 350 349,350
212 Act to prevent the irafamous 2 S 59 66
1
90
practice of gaining.
213 Act foming a new ccimty out 2 s 59 73 73 81
of Bond and Crawford Go's. H 176 286 215,217,
218,234,
|247
214 Act to annex part of the 2 S 60 66
County of Wayne to the Coimty
of Edwards.
215 Act supplemental to an act 2 S 61 62
Entitled, An Act for the
maintenance and support of
illegitimate children.
216 Act to amend an act entitled 2 S 62 65 67 67
An Act authorizing Cornelius H 143 151 156 156
Taylor to "build a toll
"bridge across Embarrass
river.
/317 Bill authorizing Thomas Cox 2 S 71 74 74
for certain. purposes 1I 181 194
218 Act for the appointment of 2 13 80 94 84,88 94
trustees for the town of Alton
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?J9 Act for the establishment of
a peraanent county seat of
2 s
H 223
81
232 240
101,105,
122
240
Franklin Co.
220 Bill iorming new county on
Doimty lands.
2
-
S 83 93 84,87.
110,111
119
93
H 182 196 204 207,222 212
221 bill to incorporate the 2 S 93 101 104 118
1
104
Madison Steam Mill Co. H 213 213 223 217 223
222 Act to amend an act entitled 2 S 93 94 105 128 105
An Act for the relief of H 213 213
poor.
223 Act altering the name of 2 S 95 115 113
Johnson Co,
224 Bill tor the removal of the 2 S 96 95,122 96
seat of justice of Edwards H 202 202 209,215 240
Co, 224
2£,o Bill to amend an act entitled 2 S 99 104 108 108
An Act reflating the fees H 223 232
of several officers and
persons.
/c^D Act to authorize the Auditor 2 S 109 109 111 111
PudIic Accounts to lease H 223 232 240 240
the college township
227 Act establishing Fayette Co. 2 S 113 116 124
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228 Bill providirig for the 2 s 122 12:^ 122! 145 123
election of certain officers H 247
1
24*/
'l
287
^
252 287
229 Bill authorizing Samuel 2 S 126 12"/' 131 145 131
Wiggins to open a turnpike H 259 25S1 288 277 288
road. -
230 Bill providing for a road 2 S 128 131
from Vandal ia to the tovm
of Merica.
231 Act to amend en act entitled 2 's 129 131 134 153,161 134
An Act to establish and H 273 286 295 295,304 295
re/^n^late ferries.
232 Act concerning strays 2 S 131 132
233 Bill authorizing a special 2 S 133 134 141 141
election.
234 Bill to amend an act entitled 2 S 133 134 150,154
An Act regulating the manner
of appointing justices of
the peace.
235 Bill authorizing IfVilliam 2 S 135 141 147 164 147
Morrison to erect a toll H 299 313 313
"bridge across Kaskaskia
river.
236 Bill for removing the seat of 2 S 139 149
justice of Bond Co. from
Perryville to Vandalla,
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237 Bill separating the office of 2 s 144
Attorney General from that
of S ironit Attorney,
2o8 Bill authorizing Thomas Cox 2 s 144 150 160
and William L.D. Ewing to
lease Vandalia lots.
2^9 i^ill for the relief of the 2 s 144 164 168 IDO
representatives of William H 336 336 336 336
Jones.
240 Act to amend an act entitled 2 S 144 150 154 154
An Act proviaing the mode of EI 304 304 304 304
s-ummoning grand jurors.
241 An Act to amend an act 2 S 146 150 154 154
entitled An Act estahlishing H 304 304 309 309
courts of county commissioners.
^4<i Act supplemental to an act 2 S 146 146 150 150
entitled An Act appointing H 304 304 304 304
sur^/eyors for the several
counties of the state.
243 Act to amend an act entitled 2 S 178 178 180 180
An Act regulating appeals ] 349 349 349 349
from justices of the peace
and further defining their
duties. /
244 Bill for the relief of the
1 several sheriffs of the state.
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hill to legalize the election 2 H 2cI 2£> 4() 38,40
1
of county commissioners.
^4b Act repealing an act entitled 2 H 24t 3C1 32 33
An Act for the ostahlishment S 19 IS1 22 > 22
of medical societies.
-
247 Bill for the relief of 2 H 32
1
Philip Rochehlave,
1:^111 proviQing for the com- 2 H 37 4) 49 44 49
pensation of certain persons S 29 30 30 20,33,37 30
Ior returning votes for
electors of President and
I Vice-President of the United
States to the Secretary's
office.
^"i^ ACL to regulate tne fees of 2 H 40 44 54 52,67 54
tne Attorney General and S 31 38 38
Circuit Attorney.
^ou i^ill to reg-ulate the mode 2 H 44 204 55,59 204
01 taking depositions S 106 108 116
165. ?31
116
^01 1:^111 concemir^ survivorship 2 H 46 49 62
in real estate.
til 11 concerning a society of 2 ]H 46 49 168 94,104 ;
156,168
181,182
225
peopiea called the West
Union Society, otherwise S 119 120
'
124 124
Shakers.
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?.53 Bill for the .-suppression of
vice aiid immorality.
2 H
S
49
71
61 117 61,71
76,91
108,117
1
119,123
88
135
94
254 Bill enabling Nancy Waggoner, 2 H 51 61 71 68 71
adjninistratrix and John S 40 43 51 51
Berry, administrator of the
J 1 "T" T ITT I
estate ot John \vaggoner, to
sell lots in Shawneetovm.
255 Bill for the safe keeping of
prisoners committed to any
jail in the state.
2 H
S
51
37
61
40
66
41
107,113
113
64,109
112
66
41
256 Bill for the relief of David 2 H 56 56 63 77 71 77
Tade
.
S 43 44 47 50,80 80
257 Bill to regulate practice at
law and in chancery.
2 H
S
60
49
77
54
83
56
63,77
100,103
83
56
258 Bill to am.end an act entitled 2 H 60 77 88 84 88
An Act respecting divorce. S 50
259 Bill denning the duties of 2 H 64
county treasurers.
260 Bill for the alteration of 2 H 64
the houndciries of Monroe Co.
261 Act requiririg official reports 2 H 65 71 84 84
to he made to General Assemhly S 50 51 i 90
262 Bill for the relief of the 2 H 65 77 245 242 245
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' 263 Bill concerning partitions,
1
joint rights and ooligations
2 H
S 42 44
66
46
66,70
107,113
63
73
!
46
264 Bill directing the manner of
distrihiiting the laws of
2 H
S
68
49
74
53
84
i56
79.100
112.113
63,109,
|112
84'
56
General Asserahly,
1 265 Bill providing for the prose-
cution of comi?.issi oners.
2 H
S
70
69
74
72
136
77
86,126,
176
77
136
77
sheriffs, coroners, justices
of the peace, clerks of the
county commissior^ers' court.
recorders and ccnstahles
giiilty of mal-conduct or
palpahle omission of duties.
266 Bill to fom a separate county 2 H 75 242 250 299 250
out of nnte Go, S 130 132 133,149 148
267 Bill forming a new county from
Edwards and Grawford Go's.
2 H
S
76
61
78 102
71
92,94
105
66,70,
73
105
73
268 Bill to authorize the Auditor 2 H 80 80 81 90 81
to issue warrants on the S 46 49 49 49 49
treasurer for purposes
therein expressed.
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269 Bill for the establishment 2 H 80 8C) 15^\ 94,97
140,145,
158-61,
209,213,
223 , 238—
39,239,
262-71,
272,274,
92,95
98,99,
111,112,
114,
136-139
90,195
196,202
105
161
II
of a State Bank.
270 Bill to provide for the sale
1
of real estate of minors.
2
S
H
S
83
82
59
82
60
101
67
^9
101
67
1
271 Bill to confirm and make
valid the proceedin^^^s of the
Vandalia commissioners.
2 H
S
82
59
82
65
104
67
87,92
140,185
62,73,
74
104
67
272 Bill regulating the northern
honndary of Johnson Go. and
2 H 83 89 174 130,163
174
providing for a permanent
seat of justice.
^/o. L'iJ.l concerning the proceed- 2 \FI 88 88 89 89
ings of the Vandalia S 50 52
commissioners.
274 Bill to prevent the erection
of mill dams and to provide
2 1i 91 93 114,114
129
for the draining of those
now in St. Glair Go,
275 Bill for the henefit of 2 EI i 96 115 139 133 139
Thomas W. Gray, i 1 72 75
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276 Bill forming a new coi^nty out
of Bond Co.
2 H
S
98
132
130 256 215,218
224,229,
240,250
134,149,
155
256
162
277 Bill for the relief of 2 H 105 166 130,222 166
owners of lands, tanlc stock
etc., sold for taxes.
S 93 112 101,108,
118
112
278 Act respecting crimes and
1, punishments.
2 H
S
105
135
105
140
274
147
157,169,
177,179,
220,248
274
147
\
279 Bill giving the same faith 2 H 110 110 1?^ 128
and effect to the records of S 68 69 72 72
II
Madison Co, as if they were
records of Bond Co.
' ^oO Bill suspending execution. 2 H 124 124 130 151 130
S 70 72 75,80,83 75
281 Act to prevent property from
1
"being taken and sold under
execution.
2 H
S
141
95
151
97
167 172, 222,
284.
103,108,
112,117,
155.
.178
118
1
282 Rill providing for the elec-
tion 01 sheriff and coroner of
2 H
S
142
82
142
84
156
87
195,196,
206
106
156
87
j
Johnson Co.
28o Act for the incorporation of 2 H 146 203 209 209
the town of Alton
El 11 to incorporate the 2 H 146 146 146 167 167
Belleville Dehating and S 90 91 97rr 97
Lihrary Society,
iL.
I
•r a
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en on
-159-
03
1
I
1
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Title of Bills
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D 1
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a
CO
1
285 Bill relative to the division 2 H 15:Z 156) 10?3 211,216 168
and formation of new coiin- S 89 91 101 98,115 101
ties.
/Ho bill tor a new coimty from 2 H 154 154 167 182 167
the north of Madison Co^ S 89 90,91 91
( Act estal^lishing Carrol Co.)
: 287 Act to amend an act entitled 2 H 157 169 192
An Act regulating the prac-
tice of attorneys and
coiinsellors at law.
dm Bill giving certain powers to 2 H 162 169 177 177
the trustees of Belleville S 93 94 96 96
Acad piTiv
289 Bill for the relief of 2 H 165 1651 169 169
several sheriffs. S 89 89 89 89
290 Bill regulating appeals from
justices of the peace and
2 H
S
167
145
177
154
234,255
304
147
288
154
further defining their duties.
( Bill to amend an act
entitled, An Act defining the
duties and powers of justices
of the peace.)
291 Bill concerning the Gallatin
Co, Saline,
2 ]H
S
t
173
102
173
105,
1
108
- 1
179,184, J
194,196,
221,232.
110,122
124.
J
L96
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292
293
294
295
296
H
2 H
S
2 H
297
298
299
300
Bill for the relief of
insolvent debtors.
Bill concerning anciant T^ooks
papers and records
Bill to encoiirage the killing
of v/olves.
Bill establishing Sangamon Co. ' 2'H
S
Act to explain and amend an
act entitled, An Act making
promissory notes, honds, uills
and writings obligatory,
negotiable.
Bill establishing courts of
probate.
Bill malcing compensation for
certain officers.
Bill for the relief of Daniel
S. SWearengen,
Bill authorizing the leasing
of the 16th section of tovm-
ship 3 south of range 9 west
of the Srd principal
meridian.
H
2 H
301 Bill for the relief of the
sheriff of Edwards Co,
H
178
180
95
181
182
102
193
141
182
180
204,226
183
98 101
182 196
103 108
203
150
193
194
202
202
122
193
216
216
122
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231
122
203 203 2ie
183
103
192,192,
193
273
156
196
108
276
203,205
226
220 234
122
258,259 ,216
276
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»
' 301 Rill for the relief of the
sheritt of Edwairds Co.
S 115 117 1 126,127, 131
302 if ill altering the present 2 H 208
limits of Bond Co. ana
removing the seat of justice.
i
303 Bill to establish the line 2 H 209 217 232 221 232
between St. Clair and Fvionroe S 119 120 120 120
Cd^s.
304 Act authorizing the Secretary 2 H i210 210 217 223 225
of State to liquidate the S 119 120 120 120
accounts of the public
printers.
' oOo l3ill to appropriate tines. 2 H 226 240 286 257,308 286
S 144 146 156 146 156
306 Bill establishing courts of
probate
2 H
S
226
132
226 256 242,249
onA o 1 c
<cyu,oio,
316,321
1 /in 1 / n
165,167
256
140
oO/ hill to prevent the circiilat- 2 H 230 240 286 257 286
ion 01 paper currency S 144 148 148 148
unauthorized by lav/.
»50o Jcill proviQing for the run- 2 H 234 234 246 246
ning and marking of the S 128 128 128 128
dividing line between Illi-
nois and Indiana.
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Reading
Other
Proceedings
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309 Bill for the relief of 2 H 235 23£> 286 273 286
mechanics in certain cases. S 144 148
;
310 Act to amend an act entitled 2 H 235 246
An Act for the appointment
and definirig the duties of -
Circuit Attorney and defin-
ing the duties of Attorney
General
.
.311 111 aeclarmg the old road 2 H 236 246 251 251
from Joneshorough to S 130
1
130
Golconda, a pu'olic road.
312 Bill for the removal of the 2 H 242
seat of justice of Bond Co.
olo Bill for the relief of 2 H 243 247 252 252
1
Michael Jones. S 130 134 134 134
^14 Act to amend an act entitled 2 H 244: 244 275 254 275
An Act organizing the S 142' 142 142
.42
militia of this state.
315 Bill forming a new county 2 H 245 252 276
from Gallatin and Franklin
Go's.
316 Bill estahlishing a road from 2 H 245 253
Vandal ia to the to^m of
America
c--^- (i^-K H
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,
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317 Act for the relief of the 2 H 250 250 257 275 275
representatives of Aaron S 142 148 148 148
T. Crane.
1
318 Act regulatirig "bills of exchanges 258,311 <cyD
;
318 34-8
S 155 159 159 159,162 159
175
319 Bill defining the duties of 2 H 258 258 275 259 275
sheriffs and other officers S 142 148 148 148
320 Bill mpj<:ing certain v/ords 2 H 261 290 280. ?81 290
j
actionahle. S 145 145 145 145
321 Act to amend an act entitled 2 H 272 272 295 289 295
An Act directing; the mode S 153 153 153 153
of changing venue.
322 Act to incorporate the 2 H 273 273 29 F} 318 0\j\j J O J.O 318
Sangamon Milling Co, S 168 JLoy 169 169
323 Act to divorce John Elkins 2 H
•
276 e'Jo'o 296 oor? 296
S 153 159 lO / 159
324 Bill authorizing the Governor 2 H .277 283 ,oUU 302
to suhscribe for copies of S 157 157 157 157
Daniel D Smith's map of the
state
.
3r;5 Act to amend an act entitled 2 ]i 277 286 296 296
An Act for the relief of the
poor.
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326 I?ill altering the limits of
Wa.^hiiigton Co. and removing
2 H 28C> 28C) 290,317
324
the seat of jiistice.
o^/ Bill concerning the records of 2 H 28C 280 300
new coimties.
o^b Bill to regulate the practice 2 H 280 287
of medicine.
d>d^ Bilj. authorizing the purchase 2 H 280 287 300
1
of a state library.
dSO Bill for the hetter regulation 2 H 281 281 297 297
1
01 the manner of appointing S 153 156
1
justices of the peace.
331 Act appointing trustees to the
tov/n of Vandal i
a
2 H
S
283
164
283
169
312 301,308
337
169
312
169
1 ( 15111 I or draining ponds m
the vicinity of Vandalia).
66d Act to amend an act entitled 2 H 283 283 339 301,336 339 '
An Act suhjecting real estate S 178 183 180,183 185
;
to execution for pa.yment of
deht
.
d^d Act to amend an act entitled 2 H 284 297 298 298
An Act providing for the S 155 155 155 155
payment of postage on
1
official papers.
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634: Act to amend an act entitled 2 H 28^ 319> 309 319
1 Am Act prescribing the mode S 168 169
01 siononmg graiid jurors.
oo5 Act supplemental to an act 2 H
1
285 285 309 307,319 309
entitled An Act establishing c S 162 163 163
State Bank.
i56b Jbill apoortionmg the represen- 2 H 288 298 336 328 336
' tation of the state S 175 175 175
i
175
337 Act fonnir]g nev; counties 2 H
S
291
155
291 297 311
157,158
297
159
.111. uo oivorce Thomas Morrow 2 H 292 297 306
from Leticy, his wife.
339 Bill for the establishing and
! 3-urveying of stai.o roads.
2 H 292 299
1
303,318
336,337
352,352
o40 iDill to authorize Johji Harvey, 2 H 292 297 302 312 302
H^Iijah Berry and Samuel S 157 160 160 157 160
Mc.Clintoc to build toll
bridges across Mary's river
and Little and Big Muddy
rivers.
o4i Hill concerning revenue 2 ]H 293 293
342 Bill tor the relief of Peter 2 ]a 293 297
Kimrnel.
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343 Bill to appoint commissionp?rs to
view and mark a road from
Vandalia to Shaw-neetown,
344- Act to ainend an act entitled
An Act for opening, repairing,
improving and regulating
roads and highways and creat-
ing a fund for that purpose,
345 Bill declaring the United
States road from Shawneetown to
Kaskaskia, a public road,
346 Bill providing for the record-
ing of town plats
347 Act appointing trustees to the
tovrns of JoneshoroiJgh,
America, Covington, Vienna and
the village of Prairie du Rocher.
348 Act to change the terms of
circuit court and altering the
circuits,
34S Act to encourage learning
H
H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
H
S
293,, 298
293
159
29a 323 317,346 349
348
168 183 168
294 302 312
164 164 164
294 299 308 302
161 161 161
'
294j 30:^ 312 321
164 166 166 166
308 308 319
167 167 167
309
313
309 320:337
168 169 169
312
164
308
161
312
166
319
167
320
169
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3
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350 Act to amend an act entitled 2 H 3W- 314 32^) 320,324
1
342
An Act providing for the S 181
340,354
185 185
valuation of Imids and other
property and laying; tax
thereon.
Sol Act malcmg appropriations for 2 H 314 314 32£> 322,324 333
the years 1821 ajid 1822.
S 175 175 180
329-33,
349
175-78 180
Act for removal of seat of 2 H 1317 317 334 326 334
jvistice of Clark Co. S 178 178
SbS Bill concerning the fees of 2 H 328
certain officers.
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